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1 INTRODUCTION

British Columbia has tree improvement and seed orchard1 programs for
several commercial conifer and hardwood species. Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga
menziesii Mirb. Franco) represents the oldest conifer tree improvement program in the Pacific Northwest. Parent trees representing the breeding population for advanced generation orchards have now been established. Progeny
derived from these parents will display a certain degree of improvement
(i.e., genetic gain) in the selection trait. The level of genetic gain realized
from orchard production is dependent on two important factors: the number of the contributing parents (both sexes) and their breeding value. With
repeated selection, testing, and introduction of new parent material into the
orchard population, genetic gain increases. How an orchard manager
achieves the optimal gain will depend largely on the species, the orchard
site and its design, and the average breeding value of the orchard parent
material. Certainly cost will be an important consideration when selecting
any orchard management strategy. Section  offers a number of strategies an
orchard manager could use to capture the full genetic gain of orchard seed.
Some of these strategies are discussed briefly, but it is pollen management
that will receive the most attention.
Coniferous pollen is a readily mobile gamete. This makes it a powerful
tool to achieve optimal seed production and to manipulate the genetic structure of orchard crops. Experience with several important tree improvement
species in British Columbia (Douglas-fir, white spruce, lodgepole pine, and
western hemlock), suggests that their pollen is relatively easy to handle and
fertility can be maintained in storage for several years.
However, if specified conditions are not adhered to during the handling of
pollen, then rapid deterioration of viability can be expected. Production
goals for supplemental pollination will not be met if the viability of applied
pollen does not meet minimum standards that enable it to compete with
high-viability airborne pollen. It is equally important to know the pollination mechanism of the species and to use application techniques that can
successfully deliver pollen at the optimal time of seed-cone receptivity.
The protocol we present here applies specifically to Douglas-fir orchards
growing in coastal British Columbia. This includes methods to collect,
extract, and store Douglas-fir pollen that can maintain fertility over a minimum of  years. The dynamics of pollination under field conditions are also
discussed. We must emphasize that these procedures are not necessarily
exclusive nor applicable to other species (Franklin ; Webber ;
Bramlett et al. ). Where other agencies have developed procedures
applicable to their locale, we will attempt to refer to these procedures in the
relevant sections.
The manual is directed primarily towards managers of Douglas-fir seed
orchards within British Columbia. It also contains information pertinent to
breeding and allied research programs. Most of the recommended procedures for the collection, extraction, storage, testing, and application of



Certain terms that may need defining are highlighted as bold text when they first appear and
are explained in the glossary of terms presented in Appendix .



Douglas-fir pollen are based on data we have collected from numerous field
trials in coastal British Columbia orchards. There are several published
sources of information on general seed-orchard management, the reproductive biology of Douglas-fir, and the handling of Douglas-fir pollen. These
references are cited by author and date within the text and are fully cited in
the References.

2 OBJECTIVES

Pollen collected in a tree-breeding or seed-orchard program is applied as
either fresh or stored pollen. The success of applied pollen depends largely
on how well pollen fertility is maintained during its handling period (a few
days to a few years) and how well the pollen is delivered to receptive seedcone buds. However, good handling and pollination technique will not
always yield the expected results.
Pollen quality can be expected to vary by year, by orchard, and by clone,
especially if environmental conditions during meiosis and development of
the microspore are extreme (Section .). Furthermore, yearly variation in
pollen-cloud density can have a significant effect on pollination efficiency.
There is some uncertainty about procedures that have not been tested or are
under evaluation. This is particularly true when attempting to estimate the
paternal composition of seed arising from a particular pollen mix by extrapolating the results of in vitro viability assays, when assuming that supplementally applied pollen will always compete successfully with existing
orchard pollen-clouds, or when estimates of contamination are made with
pollen-cloud monitoring techniques. These procedures should be used with
caution and the user is encouraged to monitor treatment responses to better
appreciate the extent of variability and the limits of confidence. Also, we
have emphasized that the procedures discussed in this manual are based primarily on experience with coastal Douglas-fir in British Columbia. There is
no reason to believe that these procedures are not applicable to the Interior
race of Douglas-fir as well as other orchards located in the Pacific Northwest.
However, the environmental conditions during pollen development, collection, and critical periods of pollination and early embryo development may
be sufficiently different for orchards not located on the coast that further
testing of specific procedures may be warranted.
Section  contains a discussion of the rationale for incorporating pollen
management procedures into an intensive seed-orchard program. Section 
offers specific recommendations for the management of Douglas-fir pollen.
Section  includes a summary of pollen management strategies that are more
likely to be used for the production of advanced generation seed. This section also includes a brief discussion of alternative orchard designs to facilitate the production of élite crosses. Finally, a summary of the current protocol to estimate levels of contamination as part of the B.C. Ministry of
Forests’ Seed Orchard Rating Protocol is presented in Appendix .



3 ORCHARD MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES

Supplying abundant quantities of seed and achieving optimal genetic gain
are two important objectives of all intensive seed-orchard programs. The
extent to which orchard seed has both high genetic quality and broad
genetic variability is termed genetic efficiency (Adams ; El-Kassaby
et al. ). To obtain full genetic efficiency from orchard seed, certain
criteria must be satisfied (Eriksson et al. ; Woessner and Franklin ):
• all parent trees contribute equally to seed production;
• contamination from extraneous pollen is negligible; and,
• inbreeding within the breeding population is not significant.
If clones that are related exist within the breeding population, then
inbreeding can occur. The extent of inbreeding will depend on the degree of
relatedness between clones (Woods and Heaman ) and their phenological period of receptivity relative to other orchard clones. If extensive
inbreeding occurs then suppression of both seed production and subsequent
growth of progeny can occur (Woods and Heaman ). Self-fertilization
is not expected to have a serious effect on genetic efficiency, especially if outcross pollen is available (Ritland and El-Kassaby ; Webber and Yeh ).
However, for alternative orchard designs (i.e., clonal rows), the degree of
selfing must be verified. Inbreeding, however, may occur more frequently
because pollen from a related clone is likely more fertile than self-pollen.
Lower seed production and poor progeny performance from inbred clones
will have a negative effect on genetic efficiency. Knowing the degree of clonal
relatedness and their phenological behaviour is essential to optimize genetic
efficiency.
Parental imbalance in seed production occurs regularly (El-Kassaby et al.
; El-Kassaby and Ritland b; Reynolds and El-Kassaby ) and contamination levels can be high. The extent of either is very dependent on
orchard site and year (Smith and Adams ; Wheeler and Jech a).
Actual levels of contamination have been measured in some Douglas-fir
orchards. In a water-cooled Douglas-fir orchard on the Saanich Peninsula,
El-Kassaby and Ritland (a) reported contamination levels from  to %.
In a Weyerhaeuser orchard (Rochester, Washington State) located about
 km from a large natural stand of Douglas-fir, Wheeler and Jech (a)
found contamination levels that varied from  to %. They further concluded that the majority of the contaminating pollen (%) arose from
other orchard blocks. Smith and Adams () also found high levels of contamination (%) in a young Oregon orchard located adjacent to a Douglasfir stand. In an older orchard, which produced a heavy pollen crop, the
contamination levels were lower (%).
The detrimental effects of contamination have been stressed (Woessner
and Franklin ; Wheeler and Jech b; Lowe and Wheeler ). In all
cases, the genetic and economic effects have been dramatic. In the southeast
United States, orchard managers are alarmed over the contamination levels
occurring within their orchards. In young orchards, contamination levels
could be %, resulting in a reduction of % in genetic gain and placing



the adaptability of progeny in question. This reduction in gain and the
effects on adaptation of plantations established with orchard seed is of most
concern when the external pollen sources arise from non-orchard parents
that carry poorly adapted genes (see Schmidtling ; Johnsen a,
b). This is a particular concern for high-elevation or coastal/interior
transition zone orchards located on southern Vancouver Island, British
Columbia.
The B.C. Ministry of Forests now requires all orchards producing seed for
Crown land to be licensed and meet minimum standards for seed production. These include yearly calculations for parental contribution, contamination levels, and genetic diversity (B.C. Ministry of Forests, Silviculture
Practices Branch). Protocols for calculating genetic gain (where breeding
values exist) are also available from these standards.
Most Douglas-fir orchards in British Columbia meet the licensing
requirements for genetic structure of orchard parent trees. The protocol for
the yearly assessment of production crops have been developed and are currently being evaluated. As more experience is gained in collecting data and in
their analyses and interpretation, certain protocol will likely change. While
this process may not be complete, it is focusing more attention on the specific factors affecting genetic efficiency and the various orchard management
procedures for improving it.
How an orchard manager chooses to manipulate seed crops will depend
on specific objectives and will vary by species, orchard site and age, cost, and
labour. To facilitate decision-making, the factors affecting gain and population structure must be quantified. Each orchard faces different degrees of
contamination and genetic gain potential. Therefore, actual management
practices are orchard-specific. However, for an intensively managed orchard,
this will invariably include pollen management.
3.1 Orchard
Dynamics

Most soil-based orchards established from older scion material produce
abundant seed cones within ‒ years after establishment, but pollen production normally lags behind. However, our experience with a recently
established second-generation orchard where the parent ortet material was
obtained from young plants (‒ years old at grafting), was that abundant
pollen-cone production occurred. If the pollen-cloud from these young
orchards is low, then seed production is possible, but some form of supplemental pollination is required. As orchards mature and production of both
pollen and seed cones increase, yields will improve. However, in unmanaged
orchards that rely solely on wind pollination, optimal yields or gain are
seldom, if ever, reached.
In the early phase of orchard maturation, most of the seed produced will
be pollinated from background (contaminating) pollen. This is a good
period to monitor pollen contamination (Section .) and establish baseline
data for future estimates of non-orchard pollen sources.
For conventional seed orchards, crown size will increase with age. For
coastal Douglas-fir orchards, tree size is kept under ‒ m with little or no
attempt to control crown form. Trees of this size are very difficult to manage,
especially if traditional methods for pollen harvesting and reapplication are
required. Furthermore, pollen production on these trees can be immense. If
production is not uniformly distributed throughout the orchard, paternal
contribution will be skewed. In these orchards, supplemental pollination
seldom exceeds ‒% (Sections .. and ..).



All practitioners familiar with supplemental pollination agree that our current ‒% efficacy value can and must improve. However, applying pollen
at ‒ m in the air using mechanical lifts (or other techniques) makes it difficult for pollination to be timed to the optimal receptivity of all seed cones.
This is especially true if applied pollen has to compete with a heavy orchard
pollen-cloud as well (Sections .., .., and ..).
Work is also under way to develop better application techniques and
equipment. We are also evaluating alternative orchard concepts such as container seed orchards (Ross et al. ; Ross ) and micro-seed orchards
(Ross and Webber ). In the latter design, ramets of Douglas-fir are established in clonal rows under close spacing and crowns are pruned so that tree
height does not exceed  m. This orchard is designed specifically to facilitate
access to the crop and will, by necessity, require supplemental pollination
(Sections .. and ..).
3.2 Protecting
Genetic Efficiency

.. Orchard cooling For coastal Douglas-fir orchards, two of the most difficult management problems are parental imbalance and contamination. The
most consistently effective tool for reducing contamination (and improving
parental balance) is bloom delay (Fashler and Devitt ; Wheeler and Jech
a; Fashler and El-Kassaby ; Blush et al. ). Fashler and Devitt
() suggest that % of their orchard clones were protected from contamination by cooling. Fashler and El-Kassaby () reported a – day delay
in reproductive phenology with mist spraying. The overall receptivity period
of the orchard was shortened and the number of parents with synchronous
receptivity periods also increased. Wheeler and Jech (a) determined that
misting reduced contamination by an average of %.
However, an orchard manager must not assume that misting will always
be effective or desirable. The potential effects of bloom delay on orchard
clones must be evaluated in relationship to the reproductive phenology of
contaminating stands. It is possible that orchard parents selected from highelevation sources could reach seed-cone receptivity and pollen shedding
earlier than the low-elevation sources of contamination. Also, we know little
about the chilling requirements for reproductive structures. In very mild
winters (i.e., -) protracted reproductive periods were observed. For
orchards located on poorly drained sites, excessive ground water could damage root systems and tree vigour. If the water is not drained off by the time
cone-bud differentiation occurs, then future cone crops could be jeopardized
as well. If an orchard manager is considering the installation of an overhead
misting system, then it is important to know the drainage characteristics of
the site and the year-to-year variation in phenological seed-cone receptivity
and pollen-cone shedding of orchard as well as local sources. This is baseline
information required to make management decisions about the use of techniques for protecting orchard genetic efficiency.
.. Cone induction It is also possible to reduce the effects of contamination by increasing pollen production and improving parental balance with
selective seed-cone induction treatments. This occurs naturally as the
orchard ages, but can also be hastened with the use of rootpruning,
gibberellins (Ross et al. ), calcium nitrate (Ebell ; Masters ),
or girdling (Wheeler et al. ) either as single treatments or in combination. These techniques have been tested and should be seriously considered



as adjunct treatments in orchard management strategies. However, the conditions under which these trials were completed may not be the same for
those in your orchard. Therefore, when applying these cone induction treatments either singly or in combination, care must be taken to note orchard
site effects (soil, aspect), environmental effects (particularly temperature and
precipitation), and tree vigour (expressed as the number of years a branch
carries foliage). To interpret the results of these treatments, non-treatment
controls should be included as well.
.. Supplemental pollination Supplemental pollination (supplemental
mass pollination) is the broadcast application of pollen to female reproductive structures that are not isolated from airborne pollen (Bridgwater et al.
). It has been successfully used to improve seed yields (Daniels ;
Bridgwater and Bramlett ; Wheeler and Jech ; Webber ;
El-Kassaby and Reynolds ); to control paternal composition of orchard
seed (El-Kassaby et al. ; El-Kassaby and Reynolds ); to introduce
specific genotypes into the seed orchard (Woessner and Franklin ;
Hadders ; Bridgwater et al. ; Askew ); and, to reduce self-fertilization and contamination (El-Kassaby and Ritland b; Wheeler and Jech
b; El-Kassaby et al. ).
Reducing contamination and balancing (controlling) paternal contribution is considered one of the most important goals for intensively managed
Douglas-fir seed orchards. Clonal variation in cone production and reproductive phenology are genetic traits and cannot be easily controlled. A few
techniques to balance variation in clonal cone production and reduce contamination have been mentioned in Sections .. and ... While orchard
cooling and cone induction can improve genetic efficiency, variability in
receptivity periods and risk of contamination will persist.
Supplemental pollination is a third option to further reduce contamination levels and balance paternal contribution. However, success of supplemental pollination is very dependent on the quality of applied pollen
(fertility potential), and how and when the pollen is applied. Much of this
manual will address these three issues. Before discussing specific pollen
management procedures, a review of supplemental pollination studies will
put the problem into perspective.
Most practitioners experienced with supplemental pollination agree that
the technique should be more successful than actual studies indicate.
Bridgwater et al. () provide a good review of the advantages of supplemental pollination, including the criteria for success. Pollen quality, timing
of application, frequency of application, and amount of pollen are all
important factors. Subsequent sections of this manual will present methods
to maintain pollen fertility at a high level and to apply it at the optimal stage
of seed-cone receptivity. We will also discuss methods to measure pollencloud density, since it too is a principal determinant of supplemental
pollination success.
El-Kassaby and Ritland (b) segregated their orchard into early-,
mid-, and late-reproductive phenological periods. Outcrossing rates were
highest and contamination rates lowest within the mid-phenological period.
Conversely, outcrossing rates were lowest and contamination levels highest
in the clones flowering either early or late. Since competing pollen-cloud
density was lowest in these two periods, El-Kassaby and Ritland (b)
suggest restricting supplemental pollination treatments to these periods only.



Wheeler and Jech (b) found the effectiveness of supplemental pollination, when applied to trees – m tall, to vary with the reproductive phenology within the tree and the number of applications a cone received. The
efficacy of pollen application, however, was not affected by a % dilution of
the applied mix. The average success rating of supplemental pollination was
%. It was highest (%) when the cone was at its prime receptive period
(defined as –% of bud scales exposed for less than  days) and lowest
(%) at earlier stages (only a few bud scales exposed). When pollen was
applied late (defined as % of bud scales exposed for more than  days), the
success rate averaged %. These results suggest that cones need not be pollinated immediately after bud burst to achieve positive results.
In a second study, Wheeler and Jech () compared phenological periods of specific clones to the relative success of supplemental pollination.
When pollen was applied to early flowering clones, it was % effective. For
later flowering clones, supplemental pollination success rate varied between
 and %. These were the result of single pollen application, using a compressed-air pollination device, to cones at the same stage of receptivity
(cones at an early stage of receptivity were removed). Compared to their earlier study, Wheeler and Jech () found that diluting pollen by % did not
significantly affect the results, although diluting to % did.
Single cone pollination at the optimal stage of receptivity is both timeconsuming and costly. For operational treatments, Wheeler and Jech’s ()
results may be somewhat optimistic. Two  field pollination studies in
coastal Douglas-fir orchards (Section ..; and El-Kassaby et al. )
resulted in efficacy values for supplemental pollination to average about
%. In the  study discussed in Section ..., pollinator effects were
apparent and the best results were obtained with two applications from a
compressed-air syringe-type pollinator (Section ..).
This study was limited to a single pollen lot with a specific isozyme
marker (Webber and Yeh ). The viability of this lot was only moderate
(Section ..) so the competitive ability of this lot under open conditions
was less than might be expected if its viability were higher. Whether we can
improve on the % success rate is an important question but we cannot be
too hopeful at the present. C. Masters (Weyerhaeuser Corp., pers. comm.,
Pollen Management Workshop, February, ) reported an average success
rate of about % over all conditions for Weyerhaeuser’s Douglas-fir seed
orchards. These results were achieved with single pollen applications with a
compressed-air pollination device. Care was given to collect separately only
those cones that were treated.
Most orchard managers experienced with supplemental pollination agree
that the technique should reduce contamination and improve the overall
genetic worth of the seed crop. However, few experimental data can substantiate this claim in spite of the extensive use of this technique. The costs of
achieving these results must be weighed against the benefits accrued. To
maximize the success of supplemental pollination, ensure that high pollen
vigour is applied in accordance with the following pollen management
protocol.



4 POLLEN MANAGEMENT

Pollen management refers to the collection, extraction, testing, and reapplication of either fresh or stored pollen. If seed orchards are to be managed
for both seed production and optimal genetic efficiency, then monitoring of
orchard pollen-cloud density must also be included. The extent to which any
artificial or supplemental pollination improves yields or genetic efficiency
depends on how well pollen viability is maintained during its handling
period and how effective the application technique is, including the timing
of application in relationship to receptivity.
4.1 Pollen
Handling

When handling pollen, remember that it is a living organism. Fortunately,
conifer pollen is quite robust and can tolerate a certain degree of exposure to
moderate environmental changes. However, under conditions of high pollen
moisture content (>%) and temperatures (>°C), viability can deteriorate rapidly.
Success in the handling, storing, and application of pollen depends largely
on its initial viability. Depending on environmental conditions, pollen quality will vary by year but little can be done in soil-based orchards to improve
either pollen development or maturation. The environmental effects on
pollen maturation are most critical during the initial stages of development
in the post-dormant bud. The first stage of development is meiosis, the
process by which the chromosome number is reduced by one-half (n to n).
The first stage of meiotic division forms two haploid (n) daughter cells,
which divide a second time to form four cells each with half the original
number of chromosomes. This process occurs within the pollen mother cell
and leads to the production of four individual pollen grains (for a detailed
discussion of male gamete formation in Douglas-fir, see Owens and Molder
; Allen and Owens ).
All conifer pollen-cone buds are initiated before winter dormancy but
there is considerable variation among the species as to when meiosis begins
and ends (Eriksson ). In Douglas-fir pollen-cone buds, meiosis begins
before winter dormancy but is arrested at the pollen mother stage (Owens
and Molder ). There is variation in sensitivity to frost of pollen mother
cells at various stages of development (Ekberg and Eriksson ). This can
affect pollen viability.
For Douglas-fir, little is known about the overwintering stage of pollen
mother cells and their sensitivity to cold. Timmis () investigated the critical frost temperature in a Washington Douglas-fir seed orchard. Both
pollen- and seed-cone buds were tested from December to March. In midDecember, seed-cone buds were capable of withstanding temperatures
between − and −°C (expressed as the lethal temperature to kill % of
the buds tested). Frost sensitivity of the seed-cone buds decreased by about
.°C per week and reached –.°C at bud swell in April and remained at
about −.°C throughout the flowering period. Pollen-cone and vegetative
buds were about . and °C hardier, respectively.
Exposure of Norway spruce (Eriksson et al. b; Jonsson ) or larch
(Eriksson ; Eriksson ; Eriksson et al. a) to either high heat
(>°C) or below freezing temperatures (–°C) during pollen mother cell
development led to meiotic irregularities and reduced pollen vigour. In western hemlock, Colangeli and Owens () forced pollen-cone development



on cut branches at a constant temperature of °C. If temperature treatments were applied before or during bud burst, the number of cones that
matured and the pollen yield per cone decreased. They also noted an
increase in the proportion of abnormal pollen grains.
Ross () observed fewer maturing pollen cones and lower yields per
cone for potted Engelmann spruce treated with elevated day/night temperatures (/°C) in a heated polyhouse. Although these effects were attributed
to temperature, they may also arise from elevated humidity associated with
the closed polyhouse. Other temperature effects on pollen meiosis and the
disturbance caused by low temperatures are reviewed by Luomajoki ().
Environmental effects on pollen quality are not easily determined and
they may vary between orchard sites and certainly between years. Orchard
managers are encouraged to monitor temperature and, if possible, humidity
levels during the post-dormancy development of the pollen bud. This information is essential to assess the relative rates of seed- and pollen-cone development, to understand the dynamics of pollen shedding and pollen dispersal, and to estimate the rate of development and duration of seed-cone
receptivity.
4.2 Pollen
Collection

Optimal yields and pollen quality are obtained when pollen buds are collected as close to anthesis (shedding) as possible. The five stages of Douglasfir pollen-cone development are shown in PLATE . Picking should occur at
Stage .
Stage  is the dormant bud (PLATE A). Pollen-cone buds are normally located
in the lower crown and can occur along the entire stem but rarely, if ever, in
terminal positions. In the upper crown, male buds are more normally found
at the base of the stem. In early fall, pollen-cone buds are distinguished from
seed-cone buds and vegetative buds by their position in the crown and on
the stem. Seed-cone buds are more distal (i.e., closer to the shoot tip) and
are longer and broader than vegetative or pollen-cone buds. Pollen-cone
buds are generally smaller, more globose, and lighter brown in colour.
These distinguishing features can be seen in late summer and early fall but
are more difficult to see in late fall and winter. The colour and size of seedcone and pollen-cone buds in winter are similar but can still be distinguished by their position on the stem. In the winter, however, it is difficult to
distinguish between seed-cone and vegetative buds because both have darker
scales and are generally encrusted. However, male buds occur as clusters
along the proximal (closer to the base of the shoot) part of the stem.
Stage  buds are characterized by a slow but steady increase in girth as a
result of the developing pollen microspores within the pollen mother cell.
This occurs about – weeks prior to pollen shed. Seed-cone buds also begin
to swell during this period.
It is not known if reproductive buds of coastal Douglas-fir actually go
through a period of dormancy (as do vegetative buds) or arrested development in response to cooler temperatures. Cell division and metabolic activity
within the Douglas-fir seed cone can continue late into fall but rate of activity during December and January is very low (Owens and Smith ),
mediated more by temperature than any other environmental factor.
For low-elevation Douglas-fir, pollen-cone buds (and seed-cone buds)
resume activity in late February, but the initial stages of meiotic activity are



not readily apparent. However, continued meiosis and microspore development lead to swelling of the pollen bud and by mid-March the buds are very
noticeable. The actual dates that meiosis and swelling occur will vary by site
and year but the sequence of events should be consistent.
Stage  of pollen-cone development is bud burst. About – weeks after bud
swelling begins, the elongated pollen cone bursts through its bud scales to
expose the tips of the microsporophylls (PLATES A and B). Microsporophylls
are appendages that arise from the central axis of the pollen cone and bear
two pollen sacs (microsporangia). With continued development, the pollenbud axis continues to elongate and the microsporangia become more visible
(PLATE -a). As the pollen cone approaches its shedding, the microsporangia
enlarge and become distinguishable from the adjacent microsporangia. Buds
at this stage of development are characterized by individual microsporangia
that are easily distinguished but are still tightly packed, and, when squeezed
between the fingers, the pollen buds express a clear, watery liquid.
This stage is easily determined at the beginning but it is often difficult to
know exactly when it ends. It is important to monitor pollen-cone development regularly at this stage. Although the pollen cones may appear mature,
they must not be picked if the expressed liquid is clear and watery. If pollen
is harvested prematurely, yields will be lower and drying will take longer. A
good indication that stage  is approaching is the increased elongation of the
cone axis. This is the shedding stage and it can be reached very quickly if
temperatures remain warm.
Stage  is the mature pollen-cone bud that occurs just before pollen shedding. At this stage, microsporangia become visibly separated (PLATES A and
B) and the moisture that can be expressed from the bud is yellowish and
more viscous, indicating that the water content of the bud is dropping
quickly. Buds picked at this stage provide the best yields and highest viability.
Under operational conditions, it may not be possible to pick all buds at the
optimal stage. However, a smaller volume of high-quality pollen will produce
better results than a large volume of poorer-quality pollen. During warm
weather, when humidity levels are low, pollen shedding will occur rapidly.
Furthermore, development on the south side of the tree may advance more
quickly than on the north side.
1c-a shows a number of pollen buds at Stage . In all cases, the buds have
elongated, the microsporophylls show signs of separation, the individual
microsporangia are more visible (see PLATE b), and the expressed liquid is
yellowish and viscous.
PLATE

Stage  buds are completely shed and the remaining spent pollen cone can
remain on the tree for a few days or even weeks (PLATE ).
An alternative approach to picking buds is direct vacuum collection from
the tree. Don Copes (U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service,
Corvallis, Oregon) has adapted a cyclone dust collector for this task. Field
tests show that large quantities of pollen can be obtained from – m trees.
Copes et al. () described this vacuum apparatus and showed that it could
collect large quantities of pollen quickly without affecting pollen quality. In
fact, Copes et al. () suggest that vacuum-collected pollen is significantly
more fertile than pollen collected and extracted by other methods (shedding
pollen is more mature) and it can be stored directly without further processing.
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PLATE  A .

Five stages of pollen-cone bud development in Douglas-fir. Stage 1 is dormant bud. Stage 2 buds are the meiotic
buds in which the pollen grains are beginning to form. Stage 3 buds have burst their bud scales, but the
microsporangia are still tightly packed. Stage 4 buds are mature and near shedding. Stage 5 is the spent bud.



PLATE  B .

An example of a Stage 4 pollen-cone bud ready for collection.

a

b
PLATE  C .

Examples of five stages of development for both pollen-cone (a) and seed-cone (b) buds.



4.3 Pollen
Extraction

While the collection of pollen using the vacuum system described above
offers real advantages, orchard managers and breeders will still rely on
extracting pollen from excised buds or cut branches for some time. Often it
is desirable to force pollen-cone bud development to get the required pollen
supplies early (especially for breeding purposes). Both bagging pollen-cone
buds on the branch and forcing cut branches in the laboratory can accelerate
pollen development but not always with the desired results. In studies with
western hemlock, Colangeli and Owens () found a high degree of abnormal development and lower pollen fertility with forcing. The most poorly
developed and infertile pollen arose from forcing pollen buds in the early
stages of the post-meiotic development. We have had good success in accelerating pollen-cone development in Douglas-fir, Interior spruce, western hemlock, and western larch potted stock moved into unheated polyhouses. But
we could not achieve the same result if cut branches were exposed to the
same environmental conditions.
.. Storage of pollen-cone buds After picking, pollen-cone buds should
be moved to the extractory as soon as possible. However, pollen dryers are
often full and short-term storage of pollen buds is required. It is possible to
store Douglas-fir pollen-cone buds for up to – days at +°C without
affecting either yields or viability. TABLE  shows the effect of storing pollencone buds collected at stage  from each of five clones. Buds were stored at
+°C for each of , , , , and  days. After each storage period, pollen-cone
buds were washed and dried for  hours in a closed room at °C. Extracted
pollen was then vacuum sealed and stored for  years before field-testing.
TABLE  Effect on seed set of storing Douglas-fir pollen-cone buds from each of five clones at
+4°C for 0, 2, 4, 6, and 8 days prior to extraction. Pollen was stored for 2 years
before field-testing and results are expressed as filled seed per cone (FSPC ± standard error). N=15.
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TABLE  shows the mean filled seed per cone (FSPC) for all  treatment
lots (five male clones by five treatment periods). Each treatment pollen lot
was applied in replicate to each of three seed-cone trees. Although there was
a slight reduction in yields over the five storage periods, the effects attributed
to storing pollen-cone buds prior to extraction were not significantly different. If pollen-cone buds must be stored, then keep them in paper bags (not
plastic) at –°C. Storing buds for longer than ‒ days is not recommended.
.. Extraction of pollen-cone buds Washing pollen buds to remove extraneous pollen is a standard practice for tree breeders but it is not necessary
for operational use unless specific controlled crosses are required. Standard
drying practice for conifer pollen-cone buds uses temperatures between



 and °C and relative humidities of less than %. Coastal orchards have
successfully extracted Douglas-fir pollen by using a system of fresh air intake
that heats the air to °C with an in-line heater and forces it across trays
holding between  and  litres of pollen buds. Although humidity levels cannot be controlled, buds can be dried to a moisture content of –% in
approximately  hours. In wetter weather, extraction times can take considerably longer. Eriksson () has described a large-scale pollen extraction
system for drying Scots pine pollen in Sweden.
The only precise way to decide when drying is complete is to determine
pollen moisture content. If you are experienced at pollen drying, it is possible to determine approximate pollen moisture content by feel. If the buds
feel dry and crumble when touched, and the pollen sheds readily, then the
pollen moisture content is probably below %. If you are uncertain, determine the moisture content as described in Section ...
If the pollen buds have not been vigorously disturbed during drying, then
most of the pollen will remain within the microsporangia. Pollen is separated
from the remaining bud tissue by gently crushing the dry buds and sieving
the residue through - and -mesh screens. If further cleaning is required,
the remaining pollen can be sieved through a -mesh screen. For shortterm storage, any clean, inert vessel (i.e., glass, plastic, foil) with a well-fitting
lid can be used.
After determining the moisture content, the cleaned pollen should be
redried if necessary. This can be done in a number of ways. In the absence of
a better drying technique, pollen can be spread out on brown wrapping
paper in a dry room. The greater the surface area of pollen exposed, the
faster the drying. We do not recommend this procedure in coastal British
Columbia where high humidities are difficult to control and the risk of physically losing pollen or having it spoil under adverse conditions is too high.
Desiccator cabinets are readily available in which the humidity can be
reduced by a desiccant and the pollen is protected from exposure to wind.
Drying pollen in these cabinets is effective but slow and requires regular
monitoring.
A more active way to dry pollen under uniform conditions is to use a drying column. The design of this drying column is shown in FIGURE .
Compressed air is passed through a column of desiccant and then into the
drying column. If air pressure is sufficient, pollen collecting at the base of the
column will be forced into the inner tube (inside diameter approximately
twice that of the inside diameter of the funnel stem) and then deflected back
down by an inverted funnel at the top of the tube. Moist air is vented
through the exhaust port filter (about – µ mesh screen) and replaced by
new dry air from the desiccant column. Flow is regulated by controlling air
pressure, and drying can be monitored through a small access port in the
side of the column. Actual drying rate within the column will depend on the
amount of pollen within the tube and its moisture content.
Attempting to dry pollen in closed rooms or with the use of outside air
will result in considerable variability of pollen moisture content caused by
changing atmospheric conditions and may result in contamination of specific lots. If you are capable of maintaining temperature between –°C
and relative humidity levels between –%, then there is no reason to
change current practices. However, if drying of pollen to less than % moisture content cannot be achieved within a reasonable time (i.e., less than
– hours) then you should consider changes to the drying system.



FIGURE



A pressurized air pollen drying device.



Exposing the pollen buds to higher humidity levels for short periods
(< hours) will not affect pollen viability but it may result in longer drying
periods. Under no circumstances (except perhaps for the first few hours of
pollen-cone bud drying) should either the pollen buds, or the pollen itself,
be exposed to high relative humidity (>%) and high heat (–°C).
Otherwise, rapid loss of viability and fertility can occur.
Because of the importance of extraction conditions on pollen moisture
content and pollen viability, we developed an internal pollen-cone bud drying system that controls the atmospheric conditions during drying. Drying
pollen buds with this system has now been designed and field-tested. The
results of these tests are summarized in Painter and Webber (, ). The
first dryer was built for research purposes and the second dryer for operational application. Both operate with a pressurized, closed-air handling system, which cools the air to remove moisture and reheats the same air prior
to passing it through the pollen-cone buds. The operational dryer has a
capacity to process  litres of pollen-cone buds to a pollen moisture content of –% in – hours. This dryer has now been commissioned for
routine pollen extracting of Interior spruce pollen at the B.C. Ministry of
Forests Kalamalka Seed Orchards, Vernon, B.C. If you are interested in more
details about the commercial dryers, please contact the authors or the B.C.
Ministry of Forests, Silviculture Practices Branch, Seed Services Section.
4.4 Pollen
Storage

The three most important factors that affect the fertility potential of stored
Douglas-fir pollen (and other conifer species pollen) are pollen moisture
content, storage temperature, and, to a lesser extent, storage atmosphere.
Typically, we dry pollen to less than % moisture content and then store it
in a conventional freezer. The importance of drying pollen for freezer storage
can be seen from TABLE . However, Copes (, ) demonstrated that
air-dried pollen could be effectively stored under liquid nitrogen without any
specialized containers (i.e., heat-sealed foil packages) and without any significant loss of fertility even after  years’ storage.
It is not likely that liquid nitrogen pollen storage will be easily adopted.
Instead, the procedures that follow can effectively store pollen for at least 
years using readily available products. TABLE  shows the combined averages
for Douglas-fir pollen stored at four pollen moisture contents (, , , and
%), at each of two temperatures ( and -°C), and under each of three
atmospheres (air, vacuum, and nitrogen). The test was a  x  x  factorial
design with filled seed per cone as the dependent variable. The test periods
were  and  years.



TABLE  Effect of two storage temperatures, four pollen moisture contents, and two storage
atmospheres on filled seed per cone (FSPC ± standard error) of Douglas-fir pollen
stored for 1 year and 3 years.
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a No air represents the average value for nitrogen and vacuum.

For both test periods, filled seed per cone decreased as pollen moisture
content increased. The effect of temperature on pollen storage, however, was
not consistent for the  year and  years tested. The analyses of average filled
seed per cone for  year of storage at each of the two temperatures included
pollen lots with moisture contents of % or greater. Exposing Douglas-fir
pollen at moisture contents greater than % to freezing temperatures
(-°C) either killed the pollen immediately or severely reduced its fertility.
The pollen lots that were dead or severely damaged were not included in the
-year test. Finally, the effect of atmosphere is clear. The presence of air (oxygen) in the storage container resulted in faster deterioration of pollen fertility than when it was replaced with an atmosphere that did not contain oxygen (i.e., evacuated or nitrogen).
The interactions between pollen moisture content, storage temperature,
and atmosphere on filled seed per cone are summarized in FIGURE  (-year
storage) and FIGURE  (-year storage). Pollen moisture content has the most
dramatic effect on fertility of stored pollen. At moisture contents above %,
there is a significant reduction in filled seed per cone for both storage temperature and atmosphere. This is the case for both - and -year storage
periods.
Atmosphere effects are also apparent, especially for pollen stored at °C.
In the presence of air, pollen fertility falls rapidly and this effect accelerates at
higher moisture contents. When air is evacuated from the storage container
or replaced with nitrogen, pollen fertility is maintained, even at higher moisture contents and higher temperatures. This is evident for pollen lots stored
at % moisture content and °C.
Seed set decreases with increased length of storage time but these lower
yields are not consistent for all moisture contents. The largest reduction in
seed set is for pollen lots stored at °C with a moisture content of  and %
in an atmosphere of air. Least affected are pollen lots stored at -°C at a
moisture content of %.
Whether the drop in seed set over the -year storage period was due to
storage effects on pollen viability or field effects (i.e., environmental or



male/female interactions) is not known. Copes () did not observe any
significant reduction in fertility of pollen stored for  years under liquid nitrogen, nor were there any effects due to container type or atmosphere.
Different seed-cone parent trees were used for each of the two storage periods
and male/female interactions are known to be significant (Apsit et al. ).
However, the year-to-year variation in seed set caused by different environmental effects on pollen-cone maturation (including meiosis), may be more
significant. For these tests, the decrease in filled seed per cone for pollen
stored  years was assumed to be related to field and not storage effects.
Container type (i.e., glass or aluminum-foil pouches) was also considered
in these tests. The actual container material did not have a significant effect
on pollen storage but how the container was sealed was very important. It is
imperative that the container system used be able to provide an air-tight seal.
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The effect of pollen moisture content, storage temperature, and storage atmosphere
on seed set for Douglas-fir pollen stored 1 year.
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 The effect of pollen moisture content, storage temperature, and storage atmosphere on seed set for Douglas-fir pollen stored 3 years.

.. Determination of pollen moisture content The importance of
pollen moisture content for successful storage cannot be overemphasized.
Pollen moisture content must be measured before pollen is put into storage.
The recommended procedure for determining moisture content is the ovendry technique. Moisture content can also be determined with infrared-heating balances available from a number of scientific suppliers (e.g., Ohaus,
Mettler, or Sartorius). These balances offer a rapid technique for estimating
moisture content, but they lack sensitivity if a small quantity of pollen (i.e.,
 mg) is used and they are relatively expensive. The same problem applies
to moisture probes. While they are relatively accurate and fast for large volumes of material, they are not generally suitable for measuring small volumes of pollen. However, new developments in moisture probes may make
them suitable for specific applications. Until a better technique is available,
the following gravimetric procedure for determining pollen moisture content is recommended.
We express percentage moisture content based on the wet weight of
pollen used. Moisture content can also be expressed on a dry-weight basis
but this can lead to values greater than %. The procedure requires two
replicates of  mg of pollen each (we have successfully used  or  mg
of pollen but the sensitivity of the scales must be higher) to be heated in an
oven at °C for  hours. Other temperatures and exposure periods (e.g.,
°C for  hour) can be used but at these temperatures other chemical constituents in the pollen can boil off and pollen moisture content may be overestimated. If pollen is scarce, then  mg of pollen can be used and only 
replicate need be tested, but there will be a greater chance of incorrectly



determining pollen moisture content. The recommended procedures for
determining pollen moisture content are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

record the weight of the pollen container (Wtc);
add  mg of wet pollen and record the weight (Wtw);
heat at °C for  hours;
cool in a desiccator to room temperature;
record the weight of the container plus dry pollen (Wtd);
calculate percent moisture content as follows:
%MC = {[(Wtw – Wtc) – (Wtd – Wtc)]/(Wtw – Wtc)} x %.

.. Pollen storage conditions for Douglas-fir Storing pollen with a moisture content of –% at -°C (commercial freezers operate around this
temperature) should not be difficult. However, evacuating pollen storage
containers or replacing their atmosphere with nitrogen may pose some technical problems. Pollen storage under vacuum is slightly better than under
nitrogen and both are significantly better than under air (TABLE ;
FIGURES , ). Based on the data presented here and our experience, the
optimal storage conditions for Douglas-fir pollen are defined as:
• Moisture content
–%
• Storage atmosphere vacuum sealed
• Storage temperature -°C
Both commercial and home evacuating sealers, which use a number of
plastic-pouch containers, are readily available at varying costs. If it is not
possible to vacuum-store pollen, then make certain the pollen moisture
content is between  and % and the storage container lid can provide an
air-tight seal. Also, try to fill the container so that little, if any, air is left. Store
the container in a freezer that is capable of maintaining a steady -°C. Do
not use the storage freezer for other purposes, otherwise fluctuations in
temperature occur every time the freezer is opened. If liquid nitrogen storage
is possible, then pollen moisture content, container type, and storage atmosphere are not as important (Copes ).
4.5 Testing Pollen
Viability

The further we stray from established pollen-handling protocol, the more
likely variability will occur in pollen viability. If good collection, extraction,
and storage techniques are used, then pollen fertility should be maintained.
However, pollen quality can vary by year and may be affected by a number of
factors to which it may be exposed during processing.
The in vitro (in the laboratory) procedures we developed can estimate
pollen viability, relative vigour (rate of pollen tube growth), and potential
fertility. These tests were primarily developed to estimate the effects of storage on pollen fertility. However, they are also useful for estimating potential
fertility of pollen at all stages of handling (i.e., pollen collection and extraction), as well as for estimating the yearly variation in pollen viability attributed to environmental effects.
Another important application of viability tests is in formulating specific
pollen mixes for improving orchard genetic efficiency values. Paternal success will be affected by viability. If any particular pollen lot has a significantly
lower fertility potential, then the contribution of that lot will not be realized.
There are techniques for formulating pollen mixes composed of pollen lots



with different fertility potentials (Section ..) but first, estimates of viability
and their relationship to fertility must be determined. The three techniques
we use to estimate in vitro viability are:
. respiration (a measure of oxygen uptake under controlled conditions);
. conductivity (a measure of pollen leachate into an aqueous solution); and
. germination (a measure of pollen grain growth under controlled
conditions).
A review of these viability procedures for Douglas-fir and their relationship to seed set is available in Webber and Bonnet-Masimbert (). Webber
and Bonnet-Masimbert () also provide regression equations to predict
potential seed set under controlled pollination conditions. Under open pollination conditions where there is competition from high-viability pollen
occurring, then the estimates of potential parental contribution from pollen
lots with a low viability may not be realized.
Respiration, conductivity, and germination procedures (described below)
can provide useful estimates of fertility potential for Douglas-fir pollen. All
three procedures require a certain level of technical ability, but the conductivity and germination procedures are the easiest to apply for operational use.
We have used germination procedures on an operational basis (Parkinson
 and Silviculture Practices Branch Trial SX V), but the results were
not successful. Seed orchard technicians using the same pollen lots encountered considerable difficulty. This occurred primarily because specific adherence to protocol was not observed. Before these procedures are incorporated
into routine operational management, the equipment must be available and
those performing the viability assays must have the necessary technical skills.
.. Pollen preconditioning One of the most important factors affecting
the correlation between in vitro response and actual fertility is pollen moisture content. When pollen is naturally shed, it is in a quiescent, dehydrated
state. Before metabolic activity is fully restored, uptake of water, whether
in vivo or in vitro, is essential. Imbibition of water depends to a large extent
on the osmotic status of the pollen grain and its surrounding environment.
A dehydrated pollen grain has a negative osmotic potential compared to pure
water and water will flow into the grain in response to this gradient. What
must be avoided, especially in culture media, is a rapid uptake of water that
can cause the pollen grain to burst. This is not a problem under natural
conditions where conifer pollen is shed in a hydrated state and further water
uptake to complete germination and tube growth readily takes place within
the micropyle.
However, pollen processed for handling or storage has a reduced moisture
content and usually requires some degree of preconditioning before in vitro
testing. Charpentier and Bonnet-Masimbert () and Mellerowicz and
Bonnet-Masimbert () demonstrated the beneficial effect of rehydrating
Douglas-fir pollen on germination response. They also showed that hydrating Douglas-fir pollen below the range of –% moisture content produced
a higher magnitude of germination response than pollen already above %
moisture content. Results presented in Webber and Bonnet-Masimbert ()
also show the beneficial effect of rehydrating pollen on assay response and
regression coefficients (a measure of the degree of correlation between assay
response and filled seed per cone). However, the effect of rehydrating pollen
had no effect on fertility potential (Mellerowicz and Bonnet-Masimbert
). Obviously, the pollination mechanism in Douglas-fir is such that



hydration requirements occur naturally and normal germination
can proceed.
Preconditioning dehydrated, stored Douglas-fir pollen under various
hydration conditions and exposure times will affect the response to in vitro
assays. Current hydration procedures use % relative humidity at °C for
 hours (Charpentier and Bonnet-Masimbert ). Hydration under higher
(°C) and lower (°C) temperatures seems to impede germination
response initially, but this effect decreases as exposure times increase beyond
 hours (Webber and Bonnet-Masimbert ). In general, higher viability
pollen lots are less affected by temperature or humidity levels, whereas the
poorer viability lots seem to deteriorate more quickly under higher
temperatures and humidity (Webber and Bonnet-Masimbert ). Our
recommended protocol for preconditioning Douglas-fir pollen prior to
in vitro viability testing is  hours at °C and % relative humidity.
.. Conductivity Conductivity is a direct measure of pollen membrane
stability. When dehydrated, pollen membranes lose structural integrity and
viability (Webber and Bonnet-Masimbert , ). The extent of this
effect depends on the species and the actual level of moisture reduction.
As pollen moisture content is reduced, the membranes become more porous,
resulting in reduced membrane activity and an increase in leachable
material.
Ching and Ching () demonstrated that leachable material from several species of conifer pollen was related to viability (in vitro germination).
Both electrical conductivity and optical density were measured to determine
the extent of leaching. As either assay response increased, pollen germination
decreased, establishing a negative relationship between the in vitro assay
response and pollen germination. While an inverse relationship between
conductivity and germination was established, a similar relationship between
assay response and seed set was not completed.
Initial attempts to establish a relationship between conductivity and fertility (filled seed per cone) failed. Since these early tests were completed on
dehydrated pollen, the assay was measuring leachable material from deactivated “leaky” membranes and not activated “tight” membranes. By hydrating
Douglas-fir pollen prior to the conductivity assay, pollen leachate is lowered
and the correlation between seed set and assay response is increased (Webber
and Bonnet-Masimbert ).
Conductivity analysis to estimate fertility potential of Douglas-fir pollen
is recommended for operational use. The procedure is relatively simple and
the assay can be completed in less than  hours. However, as for all in vitro
assays, more reliable estimates of potential fertility can be made if conductivity is assessed with either germination or respiration results.
Useful conductivity results can be obtained by simply leaching the pollen
in cold water with constant agitation for  hour and measuring the leachate.
However, variability in the total leachable material between pollen lots does
occur and can be accounted for by including a hot leachate step. Thus, two
analyses are used: cold conductivity and percent conductivity. Percent conductivity is calculated as the ratio of cold leachate to hot leachate. In all
cases, regression coefficients for percent conductivity and filled seed per cone
are higher than between cold conductivity and filled seed per cone (Webber
and Bonnet-Masimbert ). The following are procedures for estimating
both cold and hot conductivity.



Cold Conductivity
. Rehydration: rehydrate pollen at % relative humidity at °C for 
hours. Pollen in low, flat petri dishes can be hydrated in a closed container saturated with de-ionized water. If tap water is used, let it sit
overnight to allow the chlorine to evaporate. Take care that water condensing on top of the container does not drip onto the pollen.
. Pollen weight: a measured weight of dehydrated pollen is leached at °C
for  hour. The actual weight of dehydrated pollen can range from  to
 mg. Since pollen weight is affected by moisture content (remember
that the weight increases with hydration), all weights should be expressed
on a dry weight basis. To calculate the dry weight of pollen, first determine the pollen’s moisture content as described in Section ... The dry
weight is then calculated as:
Wtd = Wtw - (.MC)(Wtw).
Before hydration begins, weigh the sample to be treated and calculate the
dry weight of pollen. Hydrate the pollen for the specified period and use
the entire hydrated sample to determine cold conductivity.
. Leaching volume:  mg (moisture content range  –%) of pollen
leached in  mL de-ionized water yields values that are easily determined
by commercial conductivity meters. If pollen supplies are limited, then
less pollen can be used, but try to keep the weight of pollen between
 and  mg. Since within-lot variation can be considerable, a minimum of two replicates of each sample is recommended.
. Containers: use a plastic container with a tight-fitting, leak-proof seal. Do
not use a metal container. A  mL centrifuge tube with a conical bottom,
which allows pollen to settle before measurement, is recommended.
. Leaching: transfer the weighed and hydrated pollen directly into the
leaching tube. Pipette  mL of de-ionized water into the tube. Accuracy
in both weighing and pipetting will reduce errors and improve assay
results. Replace the cap and ensure that it is leak-proof.
To ensure effective leaching, the tubes must be vigorously shaken.
Maintain leaching temperature between  and °C. After  hour, remove
the tubes from the shaker and allow the pollen to settle for  minutes.
Conductivity values will vary with leaching time. Therefore, keep the time
between leaching, settling, and measuring constant. If a number of samples are batch-tested, then start the measurements on the sample that was
pipetted first and proceed in order.
. Measurement: leachate conductivity can be determined with any commercial meter with a range of - (micro) to - (milli) Siemens (some
meters may still use the units, mhos, but these are not SI units). There are
several types of conductivity cells (immersion, flow-through, or pipettetype) and probes have various ranges of sensitivity (cell constants).
Cell constant refers to the relationship between the cross-sectional area of
two parallel plates (electrodes) and the distance between them. Since conductivity results will vary with the cell constant, it is important to first
calibrate your system with a standard solution before proceeding.



A . normal solution of KCl is the standard reference solution for electrical conductivity and has a value of . Siemens/cm (S/cm) at
°C. If your conductivity meter and cell do not produce a value of
. milliSiemens/cm (mS/cm) for the standard KCl solution, then the
cell constant is not .. To standardize values, calculate the cell constant
ratio Kr:
= (EC Std)/(.)
Kr
EC Std = electrical conductance (EC) at °C for a . normal
KCl solution using your cell
.
= EC (mS/cm) value for . normal KCl where Kr = ..
The temperature of the solution will affect the value obtained. The electrical conductance of an aqueous salt solution will increase by about %
per Celsius degree. Ensure that all solutions are at °C. After shaking,
place the tubes in a °C water bath to allow the pollen to settle and the
solution to equilibrate. The settling time ( minutes) should be consistent
between runs.
. Recording: comparison between lots from different orchards and species
is possible by standardizing the results as follows:
%MCh
Wtd
Vol
Kr
EC
ECs
T1
T2

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

ECs

= (Kr x EC)/(Wtd) mS/cm/g

hydrated pollen moisture content
dry pollen weight (g)
leaching volume (mL)
cell constant ratio
electrical conductance (mS/cm)
standardized EC
leaching temperature
solution temperature

Thus:

Leaching of pollen solutes continues with time. Several tests have been
attempted to correlate the conductivity value at various leaching times to
other assay results (Webber and Bonnet-Masimbert ). The results for
 hour seem the best for handling batch quantities and have consistently
shown good correlations with field fertility results. However, one source of
variation regularly observed is the absolute amount of leachable material,
which varies between pollen lots. This variation in the total leachate is also
expected to cause variation in the cold leachate as well. It is possible to
account for this source of variation by determining both the cold leachate
and hot leachate (total) and expressing the results as a ratio.
Hot Leaching
. The total leachate can be estimated by heating the pollen for  hour in a
boiling water bath (an oven at –°C will also work), cooling the pollen
to °C and determining the electrical conductivity value. If the solution
used to determine the cold leachate does not change volume (i.e., no
water is lost because of evaporation), then the same sample can be used
to determine the hot leachate value.
. The results are expressed as cold (ECc = CONDc ), hot (ECh = CONDh),
and the ratio of cold to hot (ECc/ECh x % = %COND).



.. Germination Pollen grains of all conifer species will germinate and
grow a pollen tube when cultured in a suitable medium, although Douglasfir and western larch do not form tubes in the normal -hour test. Several
observations suggest that pollen tube extension in a culture medium is not
equal to that observed in vivo. Although germination response to in vivo and
in vitro conditions may be different, the techniques we have developed for
assessing in vitro response are still a good measure of a pollen lot’s potential
fertility.
In general, conifer pollen can be easily cultured on relatively simple
media. However, good correlations between germination response and fertility have been difficult to generate. Several factors affect pollen response in
culture, among which hydration state and medium composition are the most
important. The distribution and density of pollen in the culture also affect
germination and tube growth. Furthermore, genetic variability within the
pollen population and the maturity state of the pollen harvested can contribute to variation.
The germination procedures for Douglas-fir pollen (Webber and BonnetMasimbert ) provide reliable estimates of a pollen lot’s potential
fertility. The procedures must be followed as stated, otherwise a greater
degree of variability will be introduced and the results will be less useful.
Besides pollen hydration, media effects are probably the most important
factor affecting germination response for our conifer species. Mature pollen
grains normally carry sufficient food reserves (free sugars, starch, lipids, and
protein) to enable them to be independent identities, from the time of pollen
shedding to germination and early tube growth. Whether pollen receives
significant nutrition as it penetrates the nucellus is not known, but it is
probable that most of the important food reserves for early growth and
development are within the pollen grain at pollination.
It is not surprising then that most conifer species can readily germinate in
aqueous solutions with little or no added nutrition. However, in water alone
germination is often incomplete. Tube lengths are shorter and in many cases
pollen grains will burst if the osmotic potential of the pollen grain and the
solution are considerably different or the moisture content of the pollen is
low and membranes are in a discontinuous state.
Most of the early work on pollen germination used aqueous or agar
media with or without the addition of sugars (normally sucrose) or
inorganic compounds (notably calcium and boron). The addition of sugar to
the medium promotes osmotic regulation and provides a source of carbon
(Stanley and Linskens ). For Douglas-fir pollen germination, sugar, as a
source of carbon or energy in the medium, is not essential (see Webber and
Bonnet-Masimbert ). This may not be true, however, for germination
tests that extend over long periods of time (> hours). For shorter in vitro
germination tests, some form of osmotic stabilizer must be present in
aqueous solutions. Currently, a solution of % polyethylene glycol with a
molecular weight of  (PEG-) is used to stabilize the germination
medium for Douglas-fir pollen (Webber and Bonnet-Masimbert ).
Ho and Sziklai () first described the medium requirements for
Douglas-fir pollen and used a modified Brewbaker’s solution (Brewbaker
and Kwack ). Webber and Bonnet-Masimbert () further adapted the
procedures of Ho and Sziklai () by eliminating sugar and using %
PEG- instead. An agar medium using only Brewbaker’s constituents can
also germinate Douglas-fir pollen but the response is no better and scoring



the germination classes is more difficult.
The aqueous medium now used for germination of Douglas-fir pollen
incorporates boric acid, calcium nitrate, magnesium sulphate, and potassium nitrate (constituents of Brewbaker and Kwack’s solution) plus the
osmotic stabilizer PEG-. The procedures for germinating Douglas-fir
pollen are as follows:
. Stock Solution Compounds
mg/100 mL
Boric acid [H3BO3]

Calcium nitrate [Ca(NO3)2*H2O]

Magnesium sulphate [MgSO4*H2O]

Potassium nitrate [KNO3]

Add de-ionized water to make  mL of solution.
. Working Solution
The working solution is a % dilution of the stock solution. Thus,
 mL of the working solution are diluted to  mL with a solution of
% PEG-.
. Assay Method
The aqueous germination procedure can use either the petri dish or
hanging drop technique. Douglas-fir pollen sinks in the working solution
so the hanging drop procedure provides better oxygenation of the
medium. However, for the germination period used for this test
( hours), similar results were obtained for both techniques. Since the
petri dish technique is easier to use, only it will be described.
After pollen hydration, about  mL of working solution is placed in a
 mm petri dish and approximately  mg of pollen is sprinkled evenly
over the solution. The lid is replaced and the petri dish placed in a larger
( mm) petri dish lined with water-saturated filter paper. The lid of the
larger petri dish is replaced ensuring the fit is tight. The pollen is incubated for  hours at °C. It is not necessary to control either light intensity or photoperiod.
. Scoring Germination
After  hours, the petri dishes are gently swirled to evenly distribute the
pollen within the solution. With a pipette, deposit  or  drops of the
pollen/medium solution into each of two replicates on a microscope
slide. Gently cover each replicate with a cover slip. For a quick view of the
germination results, observe the solution at x power. For counting, x
is better.
For each drop, count between  and  pollen grains per sample using
a minimum of three or four randomly selected microscope fields per
sample (a field is the total area you see under x). For any particular
pollen lot, the actual number of pollen grains observed depends on the
estimated percentage of germination (Stanley and Linskens ). If the
germination percentage is either high (>%) or low (<%), then only
 grains need be counted per sample. However, if the germination percentage is closer to , then a minimum of  pollen grains must be
counted per sample.



Germination of Douglas-fir pollen is classified into four (five for research
purposes) categories (see FIGURE ):
Class  elongating grain is >x original diameter.
Class  elongating grain is <x original diameter.
Class  grain is hydrated (original diameter) but not elongating
or showing signs of plasmolysis.
Class  damaged, plasmolysis is evident (includes Class , ,
and  grains).

1
3

4

FIGURE
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Examples of four classes of Douglas-fir pollen germination. Germination Class 1 pollen
grains elongate greater than twice their hydrated diameter. Germination Class 2
pollen grains show some elongation, but it is not greater than twice their hydrated
diameter. Germination Class 3 pollen grains do not elongate at all and remain at their
hydrated diameter. Germination Class 4 pollen grains show some form of plasmolysis
(cell contents collapse inward.)

For research purposes, we have further segregated the damaged Class 
grains. Class  and  grains showing plasmolysis are labelled as Class ,
and Class  grains showing plasmolysis are labelled as Class .
The total number of pollen grains scored in each of Class  and  determines the overall percent germination. It may also be useful to consider
Class  germination separately. Those pollen grains that elongate quickly
are considered to be more vigorous under the specified incubation
conditions.
We do not know whether in vitro vigour (i.e., Class  germination) of a
particular pollen lot can be related to field performance or whether its fertility potential within a pollen mix is indicated. There is some evidence to suggest that in vivo pollen competition does occur in Douglas-fir (Webber and
Yeh ) and pollen with a lower fertility potential is at a competitive disadvantage when mixed with a pollen of higher fertility potential. It is possible



that Class  grains may be responding more to medium components rather
than having any inherent ability to grow faster or compete more successfully
(Webber and Bonnet-Masimbert ).
.. Respiration Respiration is a measure of oxygen uptake and provides
an overall estimate of the metabolic status of pollen. The laboratory procedures used to measure oxygen uptake by pollen are straightforward but
require rather sophisticated equipment. Because of the technical requirements to maintain, calibrate, and operate the equipment, respiration analysis
is not recommended for operational use. However, the rate of oxygen uptake
has consistently given us the best estimate of pollen fertility largely because
it is relatively insensitive to the hydration level of the starting pollen
(Webber and Bonnet-Masimbert ). Furthermore, the actual assay procedure is quick and estimates of pollen fertility can be made in less than 
minutes. The following procedures have proven to be effective in estimating
the fertility potential of Douglas-fir pollen.
. Equipment
Measurement of oxygen uptake in an aqueous solution uses a YSI (Yellow
Springs Instrument Co., Yellow Springs, Ohio, , USA) model 
(dual channel) oxygen monitor; a model  standard bath assembly;
two model  oxygen probes (Clark-type polographic electrodes); a
constant temperature, circulatory water bath; and a dual-channel chart
recorder.
. Calibration
The heater/circulatory pump is turned on and set at °C. The oxygen
monitor is also allowed to warm up for about  minutes before calibration or measurements are attempted. The oxygen probes are covered with
a gas-permeable membrane to protect the electrode tip. These should be
changed regularly, especially if they are scratched or do not meet specifications in the probe test (see YSI manual).
When changing membranes, it is important to ensure that there are no
trapped air bubbles between the membrane and probe tip and no wrinkles or holes in the membrane. Change the membrane after  or  measurements. Under heavy use, this is every  days. When the probe is not
being used, store the tip in de-ionized water. Refer to probe handling
instructions if extended storage is required.
The Model  monitor has a self-zeroing feature, but the chart recorder
must be zeroed before the probe is activated. The % output value is set
by immersing the probe into  mL of de-ionized water equilibrated at
°C, ensuring that all the air bubbles have been removed and the stirrer
is on. The function switch on the monitor is set to “AIR” and, after
unlocking, the calibration channel control knob (“CAL”) is rotated to
% on the display. Relock the “CAL” control knob. Set the recorder to
%. The monitor output at % is . volts. The stability of the system is indicated by the recorder trace. The trace should be noise-free and
not drift more than .% over a -minute period.
. Measurement
About  mg of dry pollen is weighed. Record the actual weight of
pollen used and its moisture content. Hydrate the pollen for  hours at



°C and % relative humidity. Add  mL of de-ionized water to the
sample chamber and allow the water to reach bath temperature by stirring
for  minutes. The hydrated pollen sample is then added to the water and
allowed to reach bath temperature for about – minutes. Stirring is
stopped and the probe is inserted. Make certain all air is removed (it may
take a few stops and starts with the stirring magnet to exclude all air bubbles). The monitor is then switched to “AIR” and the chart recorder
turned on (a chart speed of  cm/min is suitable).
Uptake is allowed to occur over a minimum of  minutes. If the pollen lot
is particularly active, the curve on the chart may reach  uptake in less
time, in which case a slower chart speed could be used, or time as a factor
in calculating respiration values changed. The rate of oxygen consumption is calculated from the slope of the trace and read as a change in percent O consumption over time. To complete this, a best-fit straight line is
drawn along the trace. A point on the line is selected and the percent O
recorded. The percent O for  minutes later is also recorded. The difference between the two recordings is the actual percentage of O uptake by
the pollen from the aqueous solution.
The respiration rate (i.e., oxygen consumption) is calculated based on the
solubility of oxygen in water at °C at  atmosphere pressure and at a
constant elevation. Changes in oxygen solubility due to changes in atmospheric pressure are assumed to be small and therefore are ignored. Thus,
the solubility of oxygen in water at °C is . µL O/mL. The overall respiration rate is then calculated as follows:
Rr

= (%O2 change)(. µL O2/mL)( mL)/( min)/Wtd

Where:
R r = oxygen uptake (µL O2/min/g)
Wtd = dry weight of pollen (g).
.. In vivo field-testing (controlled cross-pollination) Laboratory tests of
any particular pollen lot is of little use if it cannot be related to field fertility
or relative competitive ability to other lots. The viability assays used to estimate fertility potential may not be applicable under all orchard conditions
(i.e., variation in pollen-cloud density and atmospheric conditions).
However, these procedures should give a relative ranking of fertility potential
for lots used in a pollen mix. Hopefully, these rankings will also indicate the
paternal contribution of the particular pollen lot within the resultant seed.
With the recent advances in DNA analysis, it is now possible to test the effect
of variable pollen viability on paternal contribution. Studies in this area have
begun. In the meantime, users of viability procedures are encouraged to
relate their assay response to actual fertility. Eventually, we will be able to
define limits of pollen viability that can be reliably used to include or
exclude any particular pollen lot from a pollen mix. The following section
offers some values for respiration, conductivity, and germination that may be
useful when considering the formulation of mixes.
Viability assays are best completed in the spring, before the pollination
season, when field-testing of pollen lots can be completed. For single-lot
testing, use the controlled cross-pollination technique.
. For each lot, place two pollination bags containing three or four seedcone buds on each of four clones (more if time allows) before bud burst.



If it is not possible to replicate all pollen lots on the same ramet/individual (clone/family), then use single ramets (individuals) as a replicate.
Because male/female interactions are important, do not apply some lots
to one clone/family and other lots to a different clone/family. Make certain that all lots are applied to the same clone/family and repeat this on a
minimum of four separate ramets/individuals.
. Pollinate the seed-cone buds at their most receptive stage (Section ..,
..; PLATES B, C) with about . to . mL of pollen per bag. If a compressed-air pollinator is not available, then use a syringe device and apply
the pollen directly to the receptive seed-cone buds. Always add a small
cube ( cm) of no-pest strip containing .% dichlorvos to each bag to
protect against insect damage. The white pollination bags can be left on
the tree until the cones mature. However, in windy areas bags can tear, or
damage to the branches can occur, so lighter insect bags may be used as
an alternative.
. For each pollination, a minimum of two cones are sampled and the seed
is hand-extracted for each cone separately (two replicates per pollination). The number of potential seed per cone (PSPC) is determined by
counting the number of seeds with fully developed seed coats. The number of seeds with fully developed embryos is determined by either squashing the seed or by X-ray analysis. Results are expressed as filled seed per
cone (FSPC).
. X-ray analysis is the best way to determine the presence or absence of an
embryo. We use Kodax Industrex  paper and a Hewlett-Packard
Faxitron series (Model A) X-ray machine operating at  Kv for
 minutes. Seed yields are expressed as either filled seed per cone (FSPC) or
percent filled seed per cone (%FSPC) calculated as the ratio of filled to
potential seed per cone (FSPC/PSPC*). Regression analysis between the
viability response and filled seed per cone or percent filled seed per cone
determines the strength of the correlation between the two variables.
Respiration and conductivity measurements have typically given us better
correlations between laboratory assays and field fertility than have germination results. Although results presented in Webber and Bonnet-Masimbert
() show good correlations between germination Class + grains and
filled seed per cone, germination procedures may not be sufficiently robust
to use it as a reliable indicator of potential fertility for all orchard operations. The results of Parkinson () suggest that more training in the use
of germination procedures is required. If a particular lot has a poor germination response, then the test should be run again or another viability procedure used before excluding the pollen lot from field use. With practise, the
techniques described will provide useful estimates of pollen fertility
potential.
.. Assay response and fertility The questions that most often arise
about pollen viability are: is the pollen alive (i.e., will it set seed), and, will a
particular pollen lot compete with other lots within a pollen mix? The
answer to the first question is yes. Using the viability assays discussed above,



expected filled seed per cone of a single pollen lot can be predicted with
some degree of accuracy (Webber and Bonnet-Masimbert ). However,
there is less certainty when using these assays to predict paternal contribution from a pollen mix. The viability procedures will indicate relative rank
but pollen parent studies in which actual paternal sources are identified have
yet to be developed. With the recent development of DNA analysis, fingerprinting pollen parents is now feasible and pollen competition studies have
begun. In the meantime, orchard managers still have the opportunity to
evaluate the differential viability of pollen lots used within any pollen mix
and make decisions on whether a lot should be included or excluded.
Threshold viability values for including or excluding a pollen lot are provided below and may help orchard managers make this decision.
Webber and Bonnet-Masimbert () show data for the non-linear relationship between assay response and seed set. Using a pollen dilution technique (diluting live pollen with heat-killed pollen), seed set rose linearly as
the proportion of live pollen increased from  to %. However, beyond
–% live pollen, there was no corresponding increase in yields. The
threshold level, beyond which an increase in pollen viability did not correspond to an increase in seed set, was about – filled seed per cone or
about –% potential seed per cone.
The seed potential in Douglas-fir averages about – seeds per cone
(Ho ; Owens et al. ) resulting from – fertile ovuliferous scales
(Owens and Simpson ; Owens et al. ). These are average values and
considerable variation can occur between clones and within clones, ramets,
and cones. This variation results from variability in the timing of pollination, the amount of pollen applied, and from male/female interactions.
These sources of variation must be accounted for, especially when interpreting the results of viability assays.
Owens et al. () attributes a major loss of seed (about %) to insufficient pollen in the ovules. Assuming that pollen is not limiting, then a
higher-viability pollen lot should be associated with higher seed set, at least
up to a certain threshold. For Douglas-fir, this threshold value is about %
seed potential.
Using % as an attainable target for operational seed production, the
corresponding assay values would be  µL O/min/g for respiration, %
conductivity, and % Class + germination (Webber and BonnetMasimbert ). These results were obtained from controlled crosspollination where competition from pollen of unknown viability was eliminated. How pollen lots at various levels of viability compete with each other
is not known. In Douglas-fir, pollen that reaches the stigmatic tip first has a
competitive advantage in forming seed over pollen that arrives later (Webber
and Yeh ). Factors affecting wind dispersal of pollen to receptive seedcone buds will be discussed in Section ... If supplemental pollination can
be controlled and timed to take advantage of early-arriving pollen, then it
should be possible to mimic the controlled cross-pollination results under
open pollination conditions. The viability limits suggested above would then
be more significant.
The decision to include or exclude a particular pollen lot depends on several factors. For controlled crossing, where competition from other sources
does not exist and high seed set is not important, then pollen of low viability
can be used. Assay results from pollen lots with respiration values of  µL



O/min/g, percent conductivity values of %, or germination values of
around % should produce about – filled seed per cone (Webber and
Bonnet-Masimbert ). For open pollination conditions where ample
orchard pollen supply exists, pollen lots with such low viability would not
produce significant seed set.
When the collection, extraction, and storage procedures described earlier
are followed, pollen viability should not present difficulties. However, if several pollen lots have low viability, then the pollen handling techniques used
should be questioned. If low viability pollen lots are needed to improve
parental balance or the genetic worth of seed, techniques are available to
help incorporate them into the resultant seed (Section ..).

4.6 Pollen
Application

.. Seed cone receptivity Correct pollination technique is one of the
most important factors affecting success of applied pollen. It is important to
understand the reproductive biology of Douglas-fir (Allen and Owens ;
Owens and Blake ), including its pollination mechanism and the optimal
time for pollination (Owens et al. ; Owens and Simpson ) as well as
other factors affecting seed production (Owens et al. ).
From our experience, we have defined five readily distinguishable stages of
morphological development of the seed-cone bud of Douglas-fir. These
stages follow similar development patterns to that of the pollen cone.
Stage  (Dormant). The bud is dormant (PLATE a). In late winter, the seedcone bud is virtually impossible to distinguish from vegetative buds without
dissection. Seed-cone buds are normally located in the upper crown and usually at the tips of the shoots. However, depending on whether and how crown
pruning is done, considerable variation can occur in the location of the buds.
Stage  (Early Development). As development begins, there is a slow but
steady increase in bud girth and cone length over a – week period
(PLATE A). At the beginning, the bud-scale cavity near the tip is empty. As
growth occurs, the entire cavity is filled with the developing bud. The colour
of the bud changes from a dark brown to a lighter tan with a shiny surface.
On the coast of British Columbia, seed cones break dormancy in late
February or early March. This occurs a few weeks later in the interior of the
province. Seed-cone buds begin to swell in response to development of the
bracts and ovuliferous scales. We have already cautioned that this is a sensitive stage for pollen-cone development, and it is the same for seed cones.
Exposure to adverse environmental conditions (e.g., extremes in heat or
cold) could lead to arrested development or abnormalities.
Stage  (Pre-bud Burst). Bud development (PLATES A-B) can occur rapidly,
primarily in response to temperature. After the bud has swollen to fill the
bud-scale cavity, a period of rapid growth occurs. The bud becomes very
noticeable and lighter in colour, particularly at the tip. During the early stage
of this rapid development, the bud is quite conical in shape. But with continued development, it becomes more round as the elongating seed cone
pushes the bud scales apart. This stage culminates in the red- or greentipped seed cone pushing through the bud scales. The process of bud swell
to bud burst (Stage ) can take between  to  weeks. The actual time is very
dependent on weather, particularly temperature. At bud burst, the ovuliferous scales are inconspicuous. Pollination can occur at this stage, but for
maximum yields it is better to wait for  or  days.



Stage  (Receptivity). Seed-cone buds are receptive to pollen (see PlateS
A-C). The seed-cone bracts are conspicuous (PLATE C) and can be mostly
erect (early) to reflexed, arching outward, and fully exposed. Seed-cone
receptivity begins at bud burst (i.e., pollen can physically penetrate the
cone). For consistency, we define bud burst to occur when –% of the
bracts are exposed. While pollen can sift through the cone during these early
stages of bud burst, we do not normally pollinate until – days later. This is
the optimal time to pollinate, especially for single-pollen application.
However, the success of pollination at this time is very dependent on the
extent of the competing pollen-cloud density. Pollen can be taken into the
seed cone at any stage past bud burst and we will discuss the advantages of
early pollination in Section ...
The time to reach optimal receptivity for any seed cone within a tree or cone
varies considerably. In soil-based orchards, variation (see PLATE B) in reaching Stage  on any particular ramet can be as much as – days depending
on weather conditions and location of the cones within the crown (i.e.,
north or south side of the tree, or upper or lower crown). Because pollination of individual cones is not operationally feasible, Stage  should be classified on a per-tree basis. For example, a tree is defined to be receptive when
% of its cones are at Stage . For controlled cross-pollination, however,
receptivity of flowers is determined on a per-bag basis.
Stage  (Post Receptivity/Cone Closure). Seed cones are past receptivity
(PLATE B). The ovuliferous scales are now conspicuous and have swollen to
the point where pollen can no longer sift through the cone (i.e., – days
after bud burst). Only the tips of the seed-cone bracts are visible. The seed
cone continues elongating, then becomes pendent, and finally turns down
where it completes its maturity some time in late August or early September.
.. Pollination mechanism The pollination mechanism of Douglas-fir is
the process by which pollen is captured and enters the ovule. The two basic
types of pollination mechanisms in conifers are wet and dry (Owens and
Blake ). Each has a direct affect on pollination efficiency. Douglas-fir has
a dry pollination mechanism (i.e., no pollination drop as in Pinus and
Picea), but unlike other dry species (i.e., Abies and Tsuga) the stigmatic tip
actively directs pollen towards the micropyle. The stigmatic tips develop into
two unequal lobes, each covered with stigmatic hairs. Pollen is entrapped in
these hairs, which as development continues, begin to collapse and direct
the entrapped pollen into the micropyle. The process from bud burst to
complete engulfment of the stigmatic hairs takes about  weeks (Owens
et al. ).
Because of this pollination mechanism in Douglas-fir, pollen that arrives
first to the fully developed stigmatic tips (Owens et al. ) has an advantage over pollen arriving later to complete the steps towards fertilization
(Daniels ; Ho ; Owens et al. ; Webber and Yeh ). Therefore,
when heavy pollen-cloud densities occur, the primary sites on the stigmatic
tip can be occupied very shortly after bud burst. Under these conditions, it
will be very difficult to supplementally pollinate all cones when they have
reached their optimal receptivity. Variation in receptivity occurs naturally
within the seed cone, within the crown of the tree, and between clones



within the seed orchard. This variation ensures that pollination will occur
over a wide range of conditions. However, for operational seed orchard
management, this variation often creates more work, especially when
multiple pollinations are required over a period of several days. A positive
aspect of this variation may provide an opportunity to further manipulate
the paternal composition of each clone by using a different pollen mix at
each pollination.
On average, seed-cones are receptive to pollen for a - to - day period
after bud burst (see Stage  in PlateS A-C), although this period can be
shorter or longer in warmer or cooler weather, respectively. During this
period, pollen can physically reach the stigmatic tip, but it may not necessarily be taken into the micropyle (Owens et al. ).
FIGURE  shows a series of scanning electron micrographs reproduced
from Owens et al. (). This developmental series of the stigmatic tip in
the seed cone of Douglas-fir begins prior to bud burst and ends about 
weeks later. FIGURES A-F show the pre-bud burst development of the bract
(B), ovuliferous scale (OS), and integument (I). As the integument continues
to develop, the stigmatic tips (ST) and micropyle (M), which surround the
nucellus (✽), become distinct. The view is from the bottom side (adaxial) of
an ovuliferous scale including two ovules and the back side of the stigmatic
tips. FIGURES A-F would correspond to Stages – (see PLATE A).
Further development of the stigmatic tip is shown in FIGURES g-j. This
corresponds to Stage  of seed-cone bud development (see PLATE A-C).
FIGURES G and H show the stigmatic tips at bud burst and FIGURES I and J
 days later. At  days beyond bud burst, the fully elongated stigmatic hairs
have engulfed the infiltrating pollen. First signs of the collapsing hairs are
shown in FIGURES K and L. FIGURES M and N show further collapse of the
stigmatic hairs and the pollen grains being engulfed within the micropyle.
Eight days after bud burst, both stigmatic lobes are nearly completely
engulfed (FIGURES O and P). FIGURES Q and R show the completely
engulfed stigmatic tips after  and  days beyond bud burst.
Receptivity to pollen is over about  days after bud burst. Pollen is physically blocked from reaching the micropyle both by the thickening of the
ovuliferous scale, which fills the spaces between bracts, and by the engulfing
of the stigmatic tip. By day , the thickening of the base of the ovuliferous
scales causes the bracts of each conelet to become less reflexed and feel quite
firm. At day , the stigmatic tip is almost completely engulfed and the
conelet begins to bend downwards.
.. Optimal time to pollinate The optimal time to pollinate Douglas-fir
seed cones is between  and  days after bud burst (Owens et al. ; Owens
and Simpson ; Webber ). FIGURES A-C show the seed yields for pollinations of receptive Douglas-fir seed-cone buds at various times beyond bud
burst. FIGURES A and B were reproduced from Owens et al. () and FIGURE C was reproduced from Webber (). Owens and Simpson ()
used pollination bags only and a syringe-type applicator, while Webber
() compared pollination of both exposed (unbagged) and protected
(bagged) seed-cone buds using a mist pollinator.
Owens et al. () found a close relationship between the number of
pollen grains reaching the stigmatic tips, the number of pollen grains entering the micropyle, and the percent filled seed per cone. The greatest number
of pollen reaching the stigmatic tips occurred at bud burst and  days later
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Stage 
PLATE

A.

Stage  (Late)

Four stages of Douglas-fir seed-cone bud development. Stage 1 is the dormant bud. Stage 2 buds are beginning to
swell and elongate. At the beginning of this stage the bud tip cavity is empty, but at the end of the stage it has filled.
Stage 3 buds are near bud burst and this stage ends when the red or green tips of the seed-bracts first emerge. Stage 4
is the receptive bud defined as that time when 30-50% of the bracts are exposed. (Stage 5 is the post-receptive bud
when the ovuliferous scales have swollen sufficiently to not allow pollen to sift through the cone.)
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Examples of three stages of development for Douglas-fir seed-cone buds.
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An example of a Stage 4 seed-cone bud receptive and ready for pollination.

Notes to FIGURE  (pages -)
A = central apex
B = bract
CA = cone axis
I = integument
M = micropyle
OP = ovule primordia
OS = ovuliferous scale
OV= enlarge ovule
P = pollen grain
✽ = nucellus
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 A- F

F

A series of electron micrographs of the pre-bud burst seed cone of Douglas-fir (a) showing the early development of the ovuliferous scale (OS), bract (B), integument (I), and stigmatic tips. Reproduced courtesy of
Canadian Journal of Forest Research and J.N. Owens (University of Victoria, Victoria, B.C.).
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G-J

A series of electron micrographs of the seed cone of Douglas-fir (a) at bud burst through to 4 days beyond bud burst showing the development of the stigmatic tips and micropyle. Reproduced courtesy of Canadian Journal of Forest Research and
J.N. Owens (University of Victoria, Victoria, B.C.).

FIGURE

K-P

A series of electron micrographs of the seed cone of Douglas-fir (a) at 6–8 days beyond bud burst showing the development
of the stigmatic tips and engulfment of the stigmatic hairs. Reproduced courtesy of Canadian Journal of Forest Research and
J.N. Owens (University of Victoria, Victoria, B.C.).
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(Continued)

FIGURE

Q-R

Electron micrographs of the seed cone of Douglas-fir (a) showing the collapse of the stigmatic tips and complete
engulfment at 14 and 30 days beyond bud burst. Reproduced courtesy of Canadian Journal of Forest Research
and J.N. Owens (University of Victoria, Victoria, B.C.).



(FIGURE A). After  days, there was a significant reduction in the number of
pollen grains reaching the stigmatic tips and entering the micropyle, and the
percent filled seed per cone.
The amount of pollen applied also had an effect (FIGURE B). As the
amount of pollen applied per bag increased from . to . g, there was a
steady increase in the number of pollen grains reaching the stigmatic tips.
But as the amount of pollen applied increased beyond . g per bag, there
was no significant increase in the number of pollen grains reaching the
micropyle or the percent filled seed per cone.
In a similar experiment, Douglas-fir seed cones were pollinated at various
days beyond bud burst using a more operational pollination technique.
Seed-cone buds were not isolated prior to bud burst and the pollination
device was a hand-wand pollinator (Webber ). Pollinating exposed seed
cones during the prevailing wet conditions presented some problems
(Webber ). For the ‘B+ pollination’, pollen was applied in the rain.
The pollen tended to clump and did not flow easily through the seed cone
(under these conditions, wet pollination may prove to be more effective).
This caused a reduction in seed yields for this period (see FIGURE C). There
was also a significant reduction in yields over all pollination periods when
the seed cones were not protected with insect bags after pollination.
From the observation of Webber (), a significant reduction in seed
yields was not observed until  days after bud burst. Owens et al. ()
observed a significant reduction in yields  days after bud burst. The shorter
pollination period observed by Owens et al. () is related to bagging.
Protecting seed-cone buds with isolation bags prior to bud burst creates a
greenhouse effect and will hasten reproductive development. Again we stress
that yearly variation in cone development is to be expected and is highly
dependent on weather conditions. We now determine the best time to pollinate Douglas-fir seed cones based on the exposure of the bracts (–%)
and the degree to which they are beginning to reflex (see Stage  in
Section ..).
The results from these two tests were achieved with single pollen applications using about .–. g pollen. On average, about – pollen grains made
it to the micropyle. This corresponded to an average yield of about –%.
Not only does the amount of pollen applied affect seed yields, there is some
suggestion that the progeny performance will be enhanced as well. The effect
of pollen competition on progeny performance has been tested in several
angiosperms, but has yet to be demonstrated in conifers. If pollen competition does occur in Douglas-fir and other conifers, it will most probably
occur from enhanced embryo competition within the ovules (Crook and
Freidman ).
The results from Owens et al. () and Webber () suggest that operational quantities of seed can be obtained with just one pollen application.
However, to achieve optimal seed production over the entire tree, several
applications are required. Furthermore, while the receptivity period of
Douglas-fir seed cones is – days beyond bud burst, pollinating exposed
seed-cone buds at the end of this period (i.e., – days) will be less effective,
especially if the existing pollen-cloud density is high.
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There are several reasons for this. First, pollen that arrives  days or more
after bud burst is at a competitive disadvantage (Webber and Yeh ).
Second, the – day receptivity period is based on average conditions. If
temperatures are higher or lower than normal, then shorter and longer
receptivity periods can be expected. Finally, all ovules are fully developed at
bud burst and no further development occurs. Owens and Simpson ()
found that an additional pollination at  days after bud burst following an
initial pollination at  days after bud burst did not improve seed set.
The stigmatic tips of the ovule actively participate in capturing and
directing pollen towards the micropyle (Ho ; Owens et al. ). Pollen
that arrives first is embedded in the long hairs nearest the micropylar opening (see FIGURES g-p). The deeper they are embedded within the stigmatic
hairs, the deeper they will be deposited within the micropylar canal when the
stigmatic tip collapses (Owens and Simpson ). Thus, pollen that arrives
first will occupy sites that have both a greater probability of being engulfed
within the micropyle and being deposited closer to the nucellus. However, it
has not been determined whether there is a competitive advantage in reaching and penetrating the nucellus first.
.. The advantage of first-arriving pollen Ho () suggested and
Owens and Simpson () demonstrated the pollination supremacy of firstarriving pollen (first-on, first-in) in Douglas-fir. However, their results could
not be extrapolated to paternal contribution. Webber and Yeh () presented results for paternal contribution in two reciprocal time-of-pollination
studies. The first study compared self-pollen to outcross pollen. The second
study compared two outcross pollen lots of different viabilities.
The effects on seed set and parental contribution from self-pollen and
outcross pollen were dependent on the time of pollination and pollen viability (Webber and Yeh ). Self-pollen alone yielded about  filled seed per
cone and when followed by outcross pollen at  minutes,  and  hours, the
number of filled seed per cone and the percentage of seed derived from selfpollen only (in parentheses) were about  (%),  (%), and  (%),
respectively. Conversely, when outcross pollen was the only pollen source,
seed set was about  filled seed per cone. When outcross pollen was followed by self-pollen at  minutes,  and  hours, the number of filled seed
per cone and the percentage of seed derived from outcross pollen (in parentheses) were  (%),  (%), and  (%), respectively.
Similar results were obtained when two outcross pollen lots of differing
viabilities were compared (Webber and Yeh ). Each pollen source was
applied as a single application first and then followed by the second source at
 minutes and  hours. Seed set for the low- and high-viability pollen
sources alone was about  and  filled seed per cone, respectively. When the
higher-viability pollen source followed the low-viability pollen source at
intervals of  minutes and  hours, seed set was about  and  (significantly different) filled seed per cone, respectively. Conversely, when the
lower-viability pollen source followed the higher-viability source, seed set
was about  and  (not significantly different) filled seed per cone, respectively. The relative contribution of the low-viability pollen lot when it was
applied first for each of the two pollination intervals was . and .%,
respectively. The relative contribution of the high-viability pollen lot when it
was applied first for each of the two pollination intervals was . and



.%, respectively. It is interesting to note that when the low-viability
pollen was applied first followed by the high-viability lot  hours later, seed
set was significantly reduced, but the contribution to seed set by the secondarriving, high-viability pollen source was still about %.
These results show that low-viability pollen can contribute to seed production if it arrives early (within  minutes) but if it arrives later ( hours),
its ability to compete is significantly reduced. This conclusion is largely
attributed to the competitive advantage that a first-arriving Douglas-fir
pollen grain has over a pollen grain arriving later. The first-arriving pollen
can occupy competitively more advantageous pollination sites that, once
occupied, are no longer available. Furthermore, the interval in which this
competitive advantage occurs is quite short and directly related to existing
pollen-cloud density.
These results were obtained with a single pollen application and assumed
complete pollen loading of the stigmatic tips. It was possible, however, that
some sites were not loaded. For open pollinated cones, Ho () observed 
to  pollen grains per stigmatic tip, and he further determined that % of
the tips had no pollen at all. Owens et al. () used controlled crosspollination on various days after bud burst— mL of pollen applied indirectly (Section ..) to each bag with a syringe applicator—to determine
the number of pollen grains adhering to the stigmatic tip. At  and  days
after bud burst, an average of  and  pollen grains per tip were counted. At
, , and  days after bud burst, the number of grains adhering to the tips
dropped to about , , and , respectively.
For the -, -, and -day pollination periods counted, only about  pollen
grains were taken into the micropyle regardless of the number of grains
adhering to the tips. Owens et al. () concluded that applying more than
.–. g of pollen (about .–. mL) per bag containing about  to  seedcone buds did not increase the number of pollen grains reaching the
micropyle or improve seed set.
.. Pollen application technique We have stressed that the two most
important factors affecting successful pollination are quality of pollen and
the correct time of application. How pollen is applied is also an important
factor. Several techniques are available. In a breeding program, where controlled cross-pollination techniques use isolation bags (see Section ..),
generally small amounts of pollen (.–. mL) are applied to a few
branches, whereas in seed orchards, litres of pollen can be applied to thousands of flowers. Obviously, the pollination technique used will depend on
the size of application.
For Small-scale application we use  basic pollination devices. Syringe
applicators are the most common. The syringe device uses a -gauge hypodermic needle attached to a – mL syringe tube without the plunger.
A rubber bulb is attached to the syringe end and the pollen is puffed out of
the needle (FIGURE ). Pollen can be applied directly to the flowers or indirectly by spraying towards the top of the pollination bag, which allows the
pollen to drift down onto the flowers. A major disadvantage of the syringe
pollinator is that the hand pressure used to expel the pollen is inconsistent.
Also, there is a risk of losing pollen out of the syringe needle if pointed
downwards.



The number of syringes required to complete many crosses and the
fatigue experienced to the wrist led us to design a second type of pollinator.
The power-hitter (FIGURE ) operates much like a syringe but it is driven by
compressed nitrogen. They are easy to operate and have the advantage of
delivering consistent amounts of pollen. A third type of pollinator is a paint
brush. This is one of the oldest techniques but is still widely used for controlled cross-pollination. However, this technique is obviously not suited for
handling large quantities of pollen or large numbers of crosses.
Each of the above techniques uses dry pollen. While the pollination
mechanism of Douglas-fir lends itself to dry pollen, wet pollination has had
some success. Allen and Szikali () used an aerosol applicator for aqueous
suspensions of pollen and obtained similar seed yields to that of dry pollen.
Recently, Copes () used wet pollination in Douglas-fir and found that
water suspensions of pollen retained fertility potential even after  minutes
after the pollen was placed in the water ( results by Copes suggest that
pollen retains fertility even up to  hours). We have successfully used the wet
pollination technique for interior spruce and lodgepole pine (both have pollination drops) to see if seed yields could be improved, especially under wet
pollination conditions. In all cases, wet pollination did not improve seed set
over that of dry pollen application.
While the aqueous application technique can produce seed, it is not likely
that wet pollination will replace dry pollination in Douglas-fir. However,
under certain conditions (e.g., wet weather), aqueous pollination may have
an important application. This technique is being developed further and we
may soon see its incorporation into operational use.
For larger-scale applications (e.g., supplemental pollination), the devices
used are as varied as the programs that use them. In general, there are two
types: () devices that propel pollen directly towards receptive seed cones on
branch tips or a small localized area, and () devices that broadly mist pollen
over an entire side of a tree. The type of applicator used will depend on the
goals and expectations of orchard management.
All pressurized pollination devices operate by expelling pollen under pressure and range from spritzer types (rose dusters) to compressed-gas-driven
devices. FIGURE  shows a poly-cross pollination device that is essentially the
same design as the power-hitter (FIGURE ) but modified to carry a larger
reservoir of pollen. This pollinator was designed to pollinate large numbers
of bags for operational production of seed using the controlled cross-pollination technique (Woods and Woon ).
Pressurized pollinators vary in basic operation. Pollen is either forced out
of the reservoir by pressure (e.g., the power-hitter) or it is sucked out of the
reservoir under the action of a venturi device. Schematics for two venturidriven pollinators are shown in FIGURES  and . The first (FIGURE ) was
designed for interior spruce pollen applications and consists of a portable
gas-driven compressor capable of delivering a consistent  psi to a trigger
and venturi device (Amflo Product spray cleaning gun, Model T). Pollen
is sucked out of the reservoir and directed to the flowers through a short .
m section of aluminum pipe.
The pollinator shown in FIGURE  was designed by the U.S. Department
of Agriculture, Forest Service, in Missoula, Montana, and has been used for
some limited applications in the southeastern pine seed orchards. We have
now built one of these devices and will be testing it in future supplemental




FIGURE



A schematic drawing of a syringe-type pollination device.


FIGURE



A schematic drawing of a compressed-gas-driven pollination device (power-hitter).


FIGURE



A schematic drawing of a compressed-gas-driven pollination device (poly gun).


FIGURE



A schematic drawing of a compressed-gas-driven pollination device (operational pollinator).

FIGURE



A schematic drawing of a compressed-gas-driven pollination device (U.S.
Department of Agriculture, Forest Service pollinator).



pollination trials both in coastal Douglas-fir and Interior spruce seed orchards.
In general, the further the pollen applicator is from the target, the less
effect supplemental pollination will have on seed yields or genetic efficiency
with a given volume of pollen. This is especially true if the orchard pollencloud density is high. However, mist application may have some advantages,
especially in young orchards where pollen supply is low (Webber ).
In some older B.C. Ministry of Forests orchards, mist application using
Hardi blowers and helicopters are in use to “lift” a pollen-cloud from trees
when they are near the shedding stage. This is done to more evenly distribute the pollen-cloud from shedding clones/families to all receptive seed-cone
parents.
In some earlier trials, Webber () attempted to estimate the effect of
“lifting” a pollen-cloud with a helicopter on seed yields. While pollen-cloud
density can be increased significantly for a short period after treatment, lifting the orchard pollen-cloud by the helicopter had no significant effect on
filled seed per cone. However, no attempt was made to estimate helicopter
effect on the genetic quality of resultant seed. Furthermore, attempts to
apply supplemental pollen from the helicopter had no effect on seed yields
(Webber ).
The application technique used for supplemental pollination depends on
specific objectives such as increasing seed set, improving parental balance, or
reducing the effects of contamination. Other factors affecting successful
application of supplemental pollen are within-day periods of shedding
(i.e., normally in the afternoon when humidity levels are lowest), flowering
intensity and receptivity periods of individual clones, orchard design, and
tree height. These factors and the selection of a suitable pollination program
will be discussed in Section . An equally important factor affecting supplemental pollination success is the level of competing pollen-cloud density.
Before discussing pollen-cloud density within an orchard, we must consider
how conifer pollen moves when it becomes airborne.
4.7 Pollen Flow

Fifty percent of the genetic contribution to orchard seed is derived from
pollen. However, the actual orchard paternal contribution to the total gene
pool diversity depends on the mobility of the male gamete, the degree of
reproductive synchrony between shedding pollen parents (including nonorchard sources) and receptive seed-cone parent trees, the relative fecundity
of contributing parents, and the distance between pollinator and target tree.
Pollen grains are naturally dispersed by wind and are relatively unrestricted in their movement. Although most shed pollen lands within
– metres of the source tree, there are numerous observations and measurements of their dispersal over hundreds of kilometres (see Lanner ).
The degree of gene flow between distinctly separate populations (i.e., seed
orchards and local stands) is a principal concern for orchard managers, but
it is not an easy parameter to measure. However, some estimate of pollen
arising both from within the orchard and from external stands (or from
other orchards) is still required.
Only if a particular target seed-cone parent tree is carrying a crop and its
receptivity period is in synchrony with a particular pollen source will gene
flow occur. By superimposing the day-to-day variation in pollen-cloud
density (within the orchard and external to it) and parental receptivity periods (both seed-cone and pollen-cone anthesis), it is possible to determine



the actual number of female parent trees contributing to the orchard gene
pool and to estimate the number of male parents that have a potential to
contribute to orchard gene flow. This estimate will also include the infiltration of contaminating, non-orchard pollen.
The level and effect of contaminating pollen will vary by species, site,
orchard age, and year. Even within a single year the contribution of contaminating pollen to the orchard gene pool will depend on the relative level of
competing orchard pollen-cloud density. Specific estimates of contamination (i.e., isozymes or DNA) are not easily determined, but may be our only
precise technique for quantifying contamination. DNA procedures for quantifying contamination are being developed but, in the meantime, easier procedures for estimating contamination are required. To satisfy the yearly
requirements of the seed orchard rating protocol in British Columbia, we
have proposed a pollen monitoring scheme to quantify relative pollen-cloud
densities arising from within the orchard as well as from external sources. By
calculating the ratio of external pollen-cloud density to within-orchard
(including contamination) pollen-cloud density for any receptivity period, a
direct estimate of contamination can be obtained.
These pollen monitoring procedures follow the techniques described by
Greenwood and Rucker () and represent the base protocol to rate pollen
contamination in coastal Douglas-fir seed orchards (see rating protocol in
Appendix ). While this protocol is now in use, we anticipate that improved
procedures will be developed. However, pollen monitoring is currently our
best tool for estimating pollen contamination and we will continue to
recommend its use. Before we discuss the actual procedures for monitoring
pollen-cloud density, a detailed a discussion of pollen dispersal and seed
orchard isolation will put the problem of contamination into better
perspective.
.. Pollen dispersal Conifers are wind pollinated and, in unmanaged,
soil-based seed orchards, it is very difficult (apart from orchard design) to
either influence or otherwise channel pollen to receptive female strobili. The
probability that pollination will occur depends on the number of seed cones
available while the degree of pollination depends on the amount of pollen
available (Koski ). Sarvas (, ) reported that the annual pollen
production of Scots pine and Norway spruce pollen was – and –
kg/ha, respectively. This is approximately  times the quantity of pollen
required to pollinate all seed cones on an equivalent surface area. Obviously,
conifers are well equipped to produce more than abundant pollen to ensure
a continuous flow of genes through the population.
Both theoretical analyses of pollen dispersal (Strand ; Koski ; DiGiovanni and Kevan ) as well as factors affecting pollen distribution in
wind-pollinated seed orchards (Wheeler et al. ) are available. Dispersal
of pollen from a source tree depends on several factors including pollen size,
morphology, sedimentation velocity, wind properties (i.e., turbulent flow
and convection currents), and meteorologic conditions (especially temperature and humidity). Also, the higher the male flowers are located above the
ground (both tree height and elevation), the greater the potential dispersal.
Slope can also be an important factor. Ebell and Schmidt () found
extensive upslope transfer ( m) of Douglas-fir pollen in the Elk Valley of
Vancouver Island.



Wind velocity and direction are normally considered to be major factors
affecting pollen dispersal. However, in dispersion studies of several crop
species (see references cited in Wang et al. ), pollen transport was as
great on days with low average wind velocity as on days with high average
wind velocity. Wright () concluded that wind velocity was unimportant
in the dispersal of forest tree pollen.
Another mechanism for moving pollen involves a discrete mass of air
with a complex internal circulation system being uplifted and moved en
masse (Lanner ). Pollen trapped within this thermal shell can be transported over many kilometres. Under such conditions, the distance of seed
orchards from contaminating pollen sources would be less important than
phenological synchrony and meteorological patterns at the time of
pollination.
.. Seed orchard isolation The complete isolation of seed orchards
located within a few kilometres of an indigenous stand of the same species is
not possible. Completely relocating orchards out of the species’ range has
often been considered but seldom attempted.
In Scots pine, Hadders () found appreciable quantities of seed in a
completely emasculated orchard located  m from a contaminating
source. Likewise, a -m barrier was insufficient to render a radiata pine
seed orchard safe from contamination (Shelbourne ). An isolation zone
of  m has been recommended by the New Zealand Forest Service for
radiata pine (see Griffin ). For Scots pine seed orchards in Finland,
Koski () recommended a minimum isolation zone of  to  m.
Koski () also stressed that it is not the size of the barrier that is important, but rather the abundance of the species in the region and their location
relative to the orchard site.
For most species, isolation zones are based on the flight distances of
pollen from a point source. For southern pines, pollen frequencies of –%
were observed  m from the pollen source (Wang et al. ). However,
Wang et al. () also observed pollen frequency levels approaching % of
that trapped at the source stand midway between two slash pine stands separated by a distance of  m. Apparently, under turbulent weather conditions, pollen from large stands can be moved a long distance.
Using southern pine pollen labelled with radioactive phosphorous,
McElwee () found that the majority of pollen had an effective flight distance of not more than – m. For radiata pine, Griffin () trapped
pollen along a -m transect from a windbreak of the same species. Pollen
frequencies  m outside the orchard were within % of that within the
orchard. For a mature radiata pine seed orchard, contamination from the
windbreak would be of little practical significance, although this would not
necessarily be the case for a young orchard. Griffin () concluded that it
would not be possible to specify an effective isolation barrier for radiata pine
under all possible weather conditions. Other orchard management practices
for reducing the effect of contamination would have to be considered (e.g.,
supplemental pollination).
Silen () recorded the largest catch of pollen, released from an isolated
Douglas-fir tree, about  m from the tree (– grains per mm). Pollen
catch decreased to about  grains per mm at  m. It was not possible,
however, to determine if the captured pollen at this station arose from the



source tree or from more distant trees. Silen () captured approximately
. grains per mm when monitoring in a treeless valley of  x  km. At the
Quinsam Seed Orchard on Vancouver Island, Schmidt and Hamblett ()
trapped large amounts of Douglas-fir pollen (up to – grains per mm over
a -hour period) in spite of the nearest tree being over a mile away.
.. Pollen-cloud monitoring There are several procedures for trapping
pollen and estimating pollen-cloud density. Most practical sampling procedures trap pollen grains on a sticky material and count the number of grains
deposited per unit area. Two simple types of traps are glass slides mounted
on a fixed platform and double- sided tape mounted on a piece of dowel.
The slides are coated with a thin layer of petroleum jelly and mounted either
horizontally (Y.A. El-Kassaby, Pacific Forest Products, Victoria, B.C., pers.
comm., ), vertically (Boyer ), or at a ° angle (Hoekstra ). The
slides can also be fixed in place or can be mounted on a rotating platform
(Greenwood and Rucker ).
More precise pollen samplers are also available. Sarvas () and Koski
() used a petroleum-jelly-coated, -mm globe mounted in the canopy
of the tree. Sarvas (, , ) has also used a recording sampler with a
clock mechanism, a piece of petroleum-jelly-coated celluloid film, and a
protective covering cap with collecting slit. This is essentially the same technique used by Ebell and Schmidt () in their study of Douglas-fir pollen
dispersion on Vancouver Island. They also described a dowel sampler with a
petroleum-jelly-coated cellophane sleeve. During rainy weather, Kenady
() devised a water trap to continuously collect pollen.
All of these samplers have advantages and disadvantages. The slides and
tape are certainly the easiest to use, but suffer from exposure to the weather
(rain will wash off deposited pollen). As well, their orientation to the wind
may not be optimum. In this regard, the globe sampler described by Sarvas
() presents a perpendicular surface to all directions of pollen movement.
However, this sampler is awkward to work with, especially when the trapped
pollen must be counted under a microscope. Tape and dowel samplers are
better for determining estimates of pollen arising from all directions, but
they also suffer from exposure. Normally, protective caps are used to avoid
rain from washing the pollen off the tape.
The recording samplers described by Sarvas () and Ebell and Schmidt
() offer three important advantages: () they are protected from the
weather; () they can sample pollen arising from any direction when
mounted on rotating platforms; and () they can record pollen flight for up
to  days and monitor the period within any particular day that pollen flight
occurs. The major disadvantage of these recorders, besides cost, is that they
will only function if the wind speed is greater than  metres per second
(Sarvas ). Since most pollen moving in orchards is under the influence
of wind, the latter disadvantage may not be a serious one.
All of the samplers described above are passive and require wind to
deposit pollen on them. Other types of sampling devices are unaffected by
wind and actually measure the number of pollen grains within a given volume of air. A Rotorod™ atmospheric pollen density sampler described by
Blush () was used to sample seasonal and diurnal variation of the
pollen-cloud in a loblolly pine seed orchard. According to Ogden et al.
(), these impact samplers are more efficient than deposition or suction
samplers. Instead of pollen being deposited on a plate, this sampler uses



rotating arms to measure the atmospheric density of airborne particles. The
sampler measures  L of air per minute with a collection efficiency of over
% (particle size =  microns). The results are expressed as grains per m.
Since this device only exposes the rods (. x  mm) during sampling
(between  seconds to  minutes depending on current pollen density),
the effect of rain washing off the captured pollen is not a significant factor.
However, the rods must be changed for each sampling period and stored
before counting.
.. British Columbia Ministry of Forests pollen monitoring The -day
recording samplers used by Sarvas (, ) and Ebell and Schmidt ()
were incorporated into the B.C. Ministry of Forests field pollen monitoring
studies starting about . Small design modifications have been made
(Webber and Painter ; Webber ), and these units are now being
employed in all Ministry orchards (see Appendix , FIGURE A.).
The techniques and procedures for monitoring, counting, and presentation of the results are detailed by Webber and Painter () and are
included in Appendix . Pollen counts are accumulated for both a defined
area (mm) and sampling period ( hours), and are then expressed as
grains per mm for that sampling day. Since the relative capturing ability of
each pollen
monitoring technique will vary, the term “relative pollen-cloud density”
(RPCD) is often used when discussing pollen monitoring using various
devices. However, for meaningful analyses of variation in pollen-cloud density, the same technique must be used throughout the sampling period.
Sampling pollen-cloud density on a daily basis can provide useful orchard
information. Estimates of the potential seed set for any receptive clone varies
by exposure to different pollen-cloud densities. There is a limit beyond
which increasing pollen-cloud density will not be associated with a corresponding increase in seed set. We have termed this threshold density as
“pollen load.” Knowing the pollen load on a clone or orchard basis allows
orchard managers to make decisions about the potential success of artificially increasing pollen-cloud density (i.e., supplemental mass pollination).
Estimates of pollen-cloud density and pollen load are also important for
estimating potential contamination within the orchard. A more detailed discussion of pollen contamination estimates is presented in Section ...
The protocol for estimating contamination is presented in the seed orchard
rating guide (Appendix ). However, before discussing actual technique for
estimating contamination, it will be useful to review how other Douglas-fir
orchards (and other species) have dealt with their contamination problems.
.. Pollen contamination Contaminating pollen can have a strong negative effect on the genetic quality of seed. This is particularly true for northern or high-elevation parent material located on the Saanich Peninsula of
Vancouver Island, B.C. In general, contamination in these orchards will
reduce expected gain values and adversely affect the resultant progenies’
adaptation to the planting site. As advanced generation orchards are established, the effect of contamination can be expected to be even more serious.
The reduction in gain will be more dramatic while the potential for creating
poorly adapted populations persists.
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The relationship between pollen-cloud density and seed yields for the Quinsam Seed
Orchard, 1979. The three sets of data indicate observations made in the early (-+-),
mid (- l-), and late (-▲-) stages of orchard receptivity.
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The relationship between pollen-cloud density and seed yields for the Saanich Seed
Orchard, 1992.



The extent to which any orchard is subjected to contamination is site specific. Friedman and Adams () estimated gene flow into two loblolly pine
seed orchards using isozyme techniques and found that % of the fertilizing pollen came from stands located at least  m away. Similarly, Wiselogel
() estimated pollen contamination in a loblolly pine seed orchard was
% from natural stands and % from an adjacent orchard. In Scots pine,
high contamination levels (–%) were attributed to low, within-orchard
pollen production (El-Kassaby et al. b).
Smith and Adams () report that the average level of contamination in
an Oregon Douglas-fir orchard producing little pollen was %, whereas in
an older orchard producing heavy pollen crops, contamination levels were
lower (%). El-Kassaby and Ritland (a) estimated contamination in the
Saanich Peninsula Douglas-fir orchard to range from  to % with higher
values being observed for the early and late-flowering clones and lower contamination values in the intermediate flowering clones. Higher values of contamination (%) were reported for this orchard using the same cooling
regime (Fashler and Devitt ). In a Washington State seed orchard,
Wheeler and Jech (a) found that contamination levels ranged from  to
%. The nearest Douglas-fir stand was located  km away. Using isozyme
analyses, Wheeler and Jech (b) further concluded that the majority
(%) of contaminating pollen arose from other blocks within the orchard
complex.
Most of the above estimates of pollen contamination were based on
isozyme analyses. Other techniques have estimated similar levels of contamination. Squillace and Long () used monoterpene analysis and determined contamination levels as high as .% in a slash pine seed orchard.
This orchard was small, with few clones, and showed considerable variation
in the timing of pollen shed.
Estimates of pollen contamination have also been attempted by emasculating male flowers from the orchard. Squillace () removed all the pollen
buds from a young slash pine seed orchard ( ha) having a  m isolation
zone and still obtained yields of about  filled seed per cone. Likewise,
Hadders () found a heavy seed crop from a well-isolated, emasculated
Scots pine seed orchard.
Using a pollen monitoring technique, Greenwood and Rucker ()
estimated the contribution of background pollen to total pollination cloud
within a loblolly pine orchard by comparing the ratio of total background to
total orchard pollen-cloud (including background and orchard). Estimates
of contamination, expressed as a percentage of total orchard pollination,
ranged from  to %, which agreed with the estimates presented by
Squillace and Long () for a slash pine orchard.
Koski (, ) described a procedure for calculating a pollen-catch
equivalent for Scots pine, which was the ratio of the measured catch value
(grains per mm) to the pollen yield (kg/ha) of the stand. From these analyses, Koski () suggested that the minimum size of Scots pine orchards
should be no less that  ha, and the pollen produced per orchard per hectare
must be at least  kg (Koski ). However, this conclusion for Scots pine
may not necessarily apply to Douglas-fir seed orchards.
Pollen monitoring cannot give direct estimates of contamination but,
when coupled with phenological data, it can indicate potential risk periods.
Greenwood and Rucker () propose monitoring pollen-cloud densities



both within the orchard and external to the orchard. They also evaluated
their monitoring procedures against estimates of contamination by using
isozyme techniques and found reasonable agreement between the two. This
procedure forms the basis of the seed orchard rating protocol for estimating
levels and risks of pollen contamination (see Appendix ).
.. Estimating high-risk contamination periods There are no easy, inexpensive ways to estimate levels of contamination within seed orchards. The
procedure of Greenwood and Rucker () is conceptually straightforward,
but only gives indirect estimates of contamination. Until a better system is
devised, this procedure is recommended.
Greenwood and Rucker () use a minimum of  traps within the
orchard and  traps outside the orchard located approximately north, south,
east, and west. Each external orchard trap is positioned in an open area at
least  m from the orchard. They also recommend that these background
traps be located no closer than  m from any local source. For estimates of
pollen arising from external sources, traps located downwind from the
orchard must be excluded. For this reason, it is important to know day-today variation in wind speed and direction to assess the source and relative
concentration of background pollen.
Greenwood and Rucker () noted that background peaks roughly
coincided with orchard peaks, suggesting that shedding of background
pollen probably occurred on the same day. They also estimated that pollen
trapped late in the day could have travelled  to  km.
To estimate the level of contamination for any particular clone or family
using pollen monitoring, both the starting date of receptivity and the cumulative pollen-cloud density (expressed as grains per mm for a -hour
period) for the number of receptive days of the clone or family are required.
All clones within the orchard carrying a crop should be surveyed regularly to
determine the date of seed-cone bud burst, pollen shedding, and the end of
seed-cone receptivity. Alternatively, contamination can be estimated at the
orchard level instead of at the clone level. For this procedure, only the date
of receptivity for the earliest flowering clones is required. Both of these procedures are explained in detail in Appendix .
It is less important to know when cone closure occurs, but if the time
between bud burst and cone closure is known, then an estimate of the rate
of development (and therefore overall effective receptivity period) can be
determined. For Douglas-fir, the critical period of exposure is the first few
days after bud burst (Sections .. and ..), but this will vary with temperature. In cool years, effective exposure can be more than  days, but
under warmer conditions the effective exposure may last less than  days.
.. Pollen-cloud density and seed yields How much pollen is required to
attain an operational goal of % filled seed per cone? The answer depends
on the number of seed cones to be pollinated (less important) and how
much pollen is available (very important). The more control used in directing the pollen to receptive flowers, the less pollen will be required. Under
controlled crossing conditions, the amount required is around . mL per
cluster of seed cones (Owens et al. ). On a whole-tree basis, about  mL
of pollen applied to –-m-tall Douglas-fir seedlings ( years old) produced
an average yield of about  filled seed per cone compared to about  for



unpollinated controls (Webber ). For wind-pollinated orchards, the
amount of pollen required can only be estimated by sampling pollen-cloud
density.
Seed yields increase linearly as pollen-cloud density increases. However,
beyond a certain level, an increase in pollen-cloud density will not result in
increased seed yields. We have termed this density value as % pollen load.
The relationship between pollen viability and seed yield is shown in Webber
and Bonnet-Masimbert (). This asymptotic curve is similar to the relationship between pollen-cloud density and seed yield.
FIGURES  and  show examples of pollen monitoring at the Quinsam
Seed Orchard, Campbell River, B.C. and the Saanich Seed Orchard, B.C.,
respectively. For the Quinsam trial, pollen-cloud density was averaged for
two stations within the orchard and one station located externally (Webber
). For the Saanich Seed Orchard, pollen-cloud density was averaged over
four stations within the orchard and related to seed yields of selected families for various phenological periods.
Cumulative pollen-cloud density values over the receptivity periods of
selected clones can be related to their corresponding seed yields. In
FIGURE , pollen-cloud density values from a -day pollen monitor, recorded
at the Quinsam Seed Orchard in , are related to filled seed per cone from
 trees selected from each of  phenology periods. As pollen-cloud density
values increase, so does yield. However, beyond about – grains per mm
there was little, if any, increase, in seed yields with increasing pollen-cloud
density values. In this example, the % pollen load would be defined as
about  grains per mm. Similar results were obtained at the Saanich Seed
Orchard site in . Filled seed per cone increased as pollen-cloud density
values increased to about  or  grains per mm.
This relationship between pollen-cloud density and seed yields is very
dependent on the pollen monitoring technique. While the asymptotic relationship should remain, the actual values for % pollen load will vary. As
long as one is consistent in pollen monitoring technique, the relationship
between pollen-cloud density and seed yields will serve the purpose for
quantifying the year-to-year variation in seed yields due to variation in
pollen-cloud density and provide useful estimates of potential supplemental
pollination success.
5 POLLEN MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES

The natural progression of breeding programs and orchard production in
British Columbia is moving towards maximizing gain potential and controlling or at least knowing the parental structure of production seed. This is the
case for Douglas-fir. These orchards are the oldest, and targeted goals for
their yields are being fully realized. In fact, excess production of genetically
lower-quality seed is occurring and will continue until advanced-generation
orchards begin production. With an excess of seed, orchard managers are
considering other strategies for improving the genetic value of existing
orchard crops.
Orchard managers have several options available to both protect and
enhance the genetic efficiency of their orchard crops. Three of the more
common techniques in current use for Douglas-fir orchards are bloom delay,
clone-specific cone induction, and supplemental pollination. While delay of



reproductive development and cone induction can improve parental balance
and reduce the risk of contamination, it is supplemental mass pollination
that offers the greatest potential to capitalize on the output of the breeding
program. However, if traditional orchard design and management practices
continue, then full genetic gain and balanced parental contribution will be
difficult to realize. Alternate orchard designs and management concepts
must be considered as well.
5.1 Alternative
Orchard Designs

Initially, orchard design and size was determined by projected planting
requirements and expected yields. These orchards tended to be larger in size
(greater than  ha) and were composed of many clones (–). However,
as new seed orchard planning zones were developed and potential seed production estimates updated, the size and number of parents within these
orchards became considerably smaller (Hanson ). Wind pollination
within these smaller orchards could not be relied upon (Woessner and
Franklin ), and intensive management practices, including pollen management, were required. However, in spite of its attractiveness, supplemental
mass pollination has yet to realize its potential (Bridgwater et al. ). If
high-viability pollen is available and application techniques are effective,
then one of the major impediments to obtaining successful supplemental
mass pollination results is access to receptive seed-cone buds.
There are several options to improve access to the crown and the crop.
One of these options uses controlled cross pollination to ensure pedigree.
This technique is labour-intensive but it does produce the desired results. In
most cases the crop is located – m in the crown and requires ladder work.
It is possible to severely crown prune tall (– m) Douglas-fir trees (Ross
and Currell ) but it may take – years to re-invigorate the suppressed
shoots of the lower crown. In the Douglas-fir micro-orchard (Section ..),
seed cones were produced throughout the small crowns, even on the lowermost branches (Webber ). The two other orchard concepts discussed are
the micro-orchard and the container seed orchard (Sections .. and ..).
.. Controlled-pedigree orchards A simple approach to achieving optimal
genetic gain and complete control over the paternal structure of production
seed is through controlled crossing. All seed cones are isolated from existing
orchard pollen-clouds and parental balance and contamination are not a
concern. Male parents are selected from only those clones with the highest
breeding value (to optimize gain). These could be attained from within
orchard clones, from other orchards, or from clone banks. Single parent
crosses offer the most options for formulating seed crop of specific gain and
population structure.
Such an approach was used to produce about  million seeds at the
Cowichan Lake Arboretum (Woods and Woon ) and it has been fieldtested at the MacMillan Bloedel orchard at Harmac. A similar seed production strategy for radiata pine has been used for several years in New Zealand
(Arnold ).
While controlled-pedigree orchards offer substantial advantages to capture the highest potential gain values from existing breeding stock, costs are
higher. With low-gain breeding material and the large trees associated with
conventional seed orchards, this approach may not be economically feasible
(Sweet et al. ). However, for high-breeding-value parents under a high
risk of contamination, absolute control of pollen source may be the only



feasible approach to guarantee results. Such a technique is currently being
used in Weyerhaeuser’s Douglas-fir program (Ritchie ) to produce about
 million élite propagules yearly. This technique has merit, but before a control crossed/rooted cuttings program is initiated, the economics and peformance of the propagules must be evaluated first (see Arnold ).
.. Micro-orchards Another variant of the controlled-pedigree orchard is
the hedge orchard (Sweet and Krugman ). In this approach, two separate
male and female orchards of radiata pine are managed by crown pruning.
Grafts are established in clonal rows and planted at considerably tighter
spacing ( stems per hectare) and hedged to a height of about  m.
Pruning is stressed in the first  years to establish a crown architecture capable of responding to seed-cone induction treatments (GA/).
This hedge orchard concept has been further refined, developed, and
implemented by Proseed in New Zealand (Sweet et al. ). Ramets are
planted at a greater density ( stems per hectare) and cone induction
begins the year after establishment. In this meadow orchard concept, trees
are pruned to maintain height at m.
Although Douglas-fir may be difficult to manage under such tight spacing, it still should be amenable to management in pruned, clonal rows (Ross
and Webber ). Douglas-fir is as fecund as radiata pine and responds to
GA/ and other cone-induction treatments (Ross ; Ross et al. ; Ross
and Bower ). Pruning and induction treatments may also be simplified
for Douglas-fir because it has only a -year cycle from initiation to seed maturation compared to the .-year cycle for radiata pine (Ross and Currell
; Sweet et al. ).
Arnold () calculated the projected costs for the hedged and meadow
orchards and included the cost of controlled crossing as well. There would
be a substantial saving if bagging was not required and pollination efficiency
of unbagged strobili approached % (Sweet et al. ). Douglas-fir is an
excellent candidate for this approach because pollen management handling
procedures are available and early pollination is preferred.
Following the New Zealand approach, a clonal-row Douglas-fir orchard
was established at the Saanich Seed Orchard site in the fall of . Twenty
clones with  ramets each were planted in  blocks. Each block represented
a replicate of  pruning regimes and each of  ramets per clone were planted
in clonal rows with a spacing of . m within rows and  m between rows.
The pruning regimes consisted of a severe and moderate crown pruning.
In the severe regime, tops were removed with the objective of developing
an inverted bowl-shaped crown with a multitude of exposed moderately vigorous shoots on the lower two or three whorls of branches. This pruning
regime was patterned after the hedging treatment described by Sweet and
Krugman (). The second pruning regime was more moderate with the
intention of shaping a more traditional crown, but maintaining tree height
to within – m and controlling the number of vigorous lateral branches.
Crown management, cone induction, and pollen management are all
essential components of orchard management in this micro-orchard. As
well, an overhead misting system will be used to develop optimal cooling
regimes for controlling asynchronous development of orchard and contaminating pollen sources. The orchard’s biennial cone-induction treatments
were begun in the spring of . For more detail on the establishment and



management of the Douglas-fir micro-orchard see Ross and Webber ()
and Webber ().
.. Container orchards A third example of alternative orchard design is
the container seed orchard. Ross et al. () offer a detailed discussion of
the potential advantages of the container seed orchard. These include better
production (earlier and more abundant flowering with fewer pest problems)
over a smaller land area and improved genetic efficiency (isolation from
contamination and increased control over parental contribution). Also, new
breeding material (seed-cone trees and pollen) can be infused rapidly into
the production population as they become available.
There are risks, however. The technology is still relatively new and potted
trees are more sensitive to rapid changes in their environment and are less
forgiving of mismanagement or lack of attention. In an operational pilot
project, interior spruce container seed orchards have operated at two sites
(Duncan/Cobble Hill and Skimikin) for over  years. In both sites, the basic
objectives for flowering (seed and pollen cones) have been met, but actual
seed production (filled seed per cone) has been disappointingly low.
Container seed orchard technology is growing rapidly, especially for minor
species (e.g., western larch), and represents a viable option for limited seed
production needs. However, considerable information concerning basic horticultural technique in pot culture, cone induction procedures, and seed production values still needs to be optimized.
It is unlikely that any significant production of Douglas-fir seed will arise
from a container seed orchard approach. However, attaining early and abundant production for breeding purposes is an attractive advantage.
Techniques for rearing Douglas-fir grafts in pots to achieve both pollen and
seed cones on - and -year-old grafts are currently being evaluated. Plans to
use the container seed orchard concept for advanced-generation breeding of
Douglas-fir are also under way (Ross ).
5.2 Pollen
Management
Strategies

Pollen management procedures can improve yields and genetic efficiency
but, as emphasized, the results will be highly dependent on the position of
the crop relative to the operator. Strategies to achieve both optimal seed production and genetic efficiency in conventional and alternative orchard
designs are similar. However, expectations for success in conventional
orchards cannot be as high as our expectations for delivery of full genetic
potential from crops that are more accessible (e.g., clonal row orchards).
The following section provides a strategy to carry out pollen management
procedures from orchard establishment to annual production. Bloom delay
and cone induction are important seed orchard management tools, but they
will not be discussed in detail (see referenced material in Sections .. and
..). Pollen extraction, storage, testing, application, and pollen monitoring
techniques were discussed in Sections . to .. The purpose of this Section
is to provide options for implementing these pollen management techniques
at the operational level.
.. Pollen monitoring The early phase of orchard development is an
opportune time to start recording annual levels of background pollen.
Recording pollen-cloud density values over the date of pollen capture provides a relative estimate of yearly variation in pollen flow and shedding dates
of contaminating stands. This information becomes even more valuable if



seed cones from early orchard production are sampled for seed set. If no
orchard pollen production exists, then seed set is a direct estimate of contamination. By plotting seed set per clone against the sum of pollen-cloud
density values for the receptivity period of that clone, the relationship
between the contaminating pollen-cloud density and its corresponding seed
set is established (Section ..).
There is a limit beyond which an increase in pollen-cloud density is not
associated with an increase in seed yield. We term this threshold level of
pollen-cloud density as % pollen load. Establishing an orchard’s pollen
load is an important first step in determining the potential effects of supplemental pollination and contaminating pollen. Pollen monitoring provides
relative estimates of internal (orchard pollen) and external (contaminating)
pollen sources. This technique assumes that if % of the orchard pollencloud density arises from external sources, then % of the seed derived
from exposure to that pollen-cloud will be from contaminating sources.
Thus, the ratio of external to internal pollen-cloud density for any particular -hour monitoring period is a direct estimate of the potential contamination for that sampling period. Summing the pollen-cloud density values
over the receptive period of the clone provides an estimate of both the
pollen load (for estimating supplemental pollination success) and percent
contamination that the clone is exposed to. The details of the Ministry protocol used to estimate levels of contamination within the current seed
orchard rating scheme are provided in Appendix .
.. Meteorological records Not only is the level of contaminating pollen
within the orchard pollen-cloud important, so also is its date of occurrence.
While photoperiod is the likely cue for starting meiosis, it is temperature
that controls the rate of reproductive development. Rate of development is
also controlled by genetics. The interaction between temperature and specific genotypes results in phenological variation of reproductive development, which is one of the principal factors impeding the optimal genetic
efficiency of orchard production. If temperature data are collected for the
period from meiosis to pollen shedding, then it is possible to correlate heat
sums to both rates of development and potential shedding dates of local
pollen sources.
Heat sums can be calculated in several ways and expressed as degreehours or degree-days. A degree-hour is defined as the average hourly temperature that exceeds a defined set point, normally  or °C. A degree-day is
defined as the average daily temperature that exceeds the set point. Heat
sums are readily calculated from meteorological data. Most data acquisition
systems can be set for logging data at specified intervals. For example, our
current system senses temperature every  seconds and provides a running
average over the sensing period ( hour). The average hourly temperature is
then recorded. This information can then be compiled by summing the
number of hours per day that the average hourly temperature falls within
the defined heat sum interval (i.e., –°C). To standardize heat sum analyses
from year to year, we arbitrarily define November  as the end of shoot
development for the previous year’s growth and the onset of dormancy for
our micro-orchard. Heat sums determined from this date forward relate to
chilling requirements for breaking dormancy and temperature requirements
for next year’s growth and development.



As the orchard matures and flower production increases for all clonal
entries, the orchard manager can then predict relative development of specific clones on heat sum values. By accumulating heat sum values, it is possible to estimate the dates that meiosis, shedding, and receptivity occur within
the orchard and within external stands. This information would also be useful for determining when to begin overhead cooling and the potential effect
of bloom delay, as well as determining the potential dates for initiating cone
induction techniques. These techniques are currently being evaluated in the
Douglas-fir micro-orchard and more information can be obtained in the
yearly summary reports (e.g., Webber ).
.. Bloom delay Overhead irrigation is widely used to protect orchard
crops from contamination. However, when to begin orchard cooling is not
well defined. Fashler and El-Kassaby () and Wheeler and Jech (a)
both began bloom delay in early February. Phenologically, this corresponds
to the time when meiosis occurs. However, the reproductive development in
any particular year could vary by several weeks depending on the extent to
which chilling requirements have been met, and on the prevailing weather
conditions (particularly temperature) during January and early February.
Rather than using date alone, it may be better to commence orchard cooling
when reproductive bud swell is first observed on the earliest developing
clone. It is also possible to relate heat sums to reproductive bud swell and
begin cooling when –% of the heat sum requirement has been met.
When to stop orchard cooling is also important. Turning the cooling system off too early increases the risk of exposure to contamination. Keeping
the cooling system on too long will interfere with pollen shedding and may
actually lower the orchard pollen-cloud density and seed yields for the early
flowering clones by washing the pollen to the ground. In some cases where
water supply is limited or drainage difficult, then bloom delay may not be
practical and alternative strategies for protecting genetic efficiency will have
to be considered.
The major objective of orchard cooling is bloom delay. If pollen shedding
from contaminating stands is largely complete, then the orchard cooling system should be shut off. Information from external pollen monitors (low
catch) and observations of spent pollen buds from external stands would
help in making this decision. However, pollen can travel great distances and
just because adjacent stands have completed pollen shed does not mean that
the orchard is not at risk. External pollen monitoring is the best indicator.
.. Applying pollen management Protecting and enhancing genetic efficiency is the principal objective of pollen management, and supplemental
pollination is the most widely used technique for manipulating pollen supply. If a single-lot pollen source is used, then the viability procedures
described in Section . will provide a useful indication of its potential fertility. If several lots are used within a pollen mix, then the viability procedures
will be useful for indicating the relative fertility potential of each lot. If considerable variability exists between the viability of individual lots within the
pollen mix, then certain procedures are available that will allow low-viability
individuals to compete successfully.
Effect of differential viability within pollen mixes For optimizing genetic
efficiency, we strive to balance the contribution of all parents, both male and
female. However, differential male success does occur in conifers (Moran



and Griffin ; Cheliak et al. ). In Douglas-fir, Apsit et al. () and
Nakamura and Wheeler () presented evidence that male reproductive
success has a genetic basis. The success of one pollen lot over another differs
between seed cone parents, regardless of viability. Furthermore, a poorviability lot will not compete as well as a higher-viability lot (Webber and
Yeh ).
There is little we can do to avoid differential male success between clones.
However, we can evaluate pollen viability of all lots within a mix, but we are
uncertain what response constitutes a minimum competitive level, below
which one would expect a significant deviation from equal contribution.
Until this information becomes available, the orchard manager should follow the viabilities limits offered in Section .. to include or exclude any
pollen lot from a supplemental pollination mix.
If considerable variability does occur between the pollen lots for any particular pollen mix, then the recommendations of Fowler (), Cheliak et
al. (), Schoen and Cheliak (), and Fowler and Wiselogel () could
be considered. Fowler’s () recommendations are based on the pollination mechanism of the species being considered. Since only a few pollen
grains compete to fertilize an ovule of most conifers, differential pollen success can be reduced to an acceptable level by using a minimum of  pollen
lots within the mix. Fowler (), and Fowler and Wiselogel (), also
suggest pollen dilution as a technique to minimize reproductive bias.
However, the best solution to deal with differential pollen success is not to
let pollen viability deteriorate below the good or moderate categories (see
Webber and Bonnet-Masimbert ).
Pollen application technique Pollen viability and application technique
(including timing of pollination) are the most important factors affecting
supplemental pollination success. Each of these factors have been discussed
in Sections . and .. However, the previous discussion on pollen application technique (Section .) did not mention some operational methods in
current use. Both helicopters and pesticide applicators (e.g., Hardi Mist
Blowers) have been used in several coastal seed orchards to more evenly distribute pollen from shedding trees. Although this technique improves the
overall distribution of pollen within the orchard for the short term, it may
actually reduce pollen-cloud density for clones that are approaching
receptivity.
Where tested, helicopter effects on yields were questionable, especially if
the existing pollen-cloud density was already high (Webber ).
Furthermore, its effect on genetic efficiency has never been verified. The pollinator devices described in Section . were designed to control delivery of
pollen to receptive seed cones. In tests of supplemental pollination efficacy,
the results seldom exceed –% (see below). It is not likely that a pollination technique that has less control over directing pollen to receptive seedcone buds would improve efficacy.
Regardless, is a –% increase in genetic efficiency worth the effort? In
conventional soil-based orchards, the answer to this question is probably no.
Although several orchards are using controlled crossing technique to produce élite crosses, the cost of full-scale production may prove too high to
sustain this approach, especially if all seed cones must be bagged before pollination. If controlled crossing results could be achieved without bagging,
then the procedure is more attractive. The effort may prove even more
attractive if the cones were within reach from the ground. This is where the



real value of the micro-orchard will be realized. Parent tress will be pruned
to within – m, allowing easy ground access to the entire crown.
Furthermore, the clonal rows of the meadow orchard will allow access to all
flowering ramets within one location. With smaller crowns, the crop is more
strategically located and the probability of increasing supplemental pollination efficacy is greatly enhanced.
Smaller trees also allow other pollination techniques to be explored. For
example, whole-tree protection has been used in Norway spruce orchards in
Sweden and Finland and in at least one coastal Douglas-fir orchard. If the
tenting material is plastic, poor seed set is generally observed. This is probably a result of high temperatures and humidities that occur in a closed tent
environment. A woven cloth product has been used to protect – m
Douglas-fir trees (Crowder, Mount Newton Seed Orchards, pers. comm.
), but the structure holding the cloth must be capable of withstanding
substantial gusts of wind. Again, the cost of isolating whole trees must be
weighed against the value of the specific cross.
Supplemental pollination The advantages of incorporating supplemental
mass pollination in orchard management have been discussed in Section
.., but the actual field results have not been dramatic. We discussed both
biological and operational impediments to achieving high supplemental pollination results. Assuming pollen viability is good, then the limiting factors
affecting successful supplemental pollination are reaching the receptive seed
cones at the correct time and applying enough pollen so that it can compete
with the existing pollen-cloud density.
Wheeler and Jech () found an % success rate from supplemental
pollination in early flowering clones but, in clones that flowered later when
the pollen-cloud density was higher, the success rate was much lower.
Masters (Weyerhaeuser Corporation, Pollen Management Workshop, pers.
comm. ) suggests that an average supplemental mass pollination efficacy
of % can be expected when direct pollination technique is applied with
hand-held, compressed-air-driven pollinators. Furthermore, to ensure
results, Weyerhaeuser segregates their supplementally pollinated cones from
general orchard collections.
A supplemental pollination trial completed in  achieved similar
results. The effect of applicator type and the number of applications on supplemental pollination success were compared in each of two clonal Douglasfir orchards (Pacific Forest Products Seed Orchard and Mount Newton Seed
Orchard, Saanichton, Vancouver Island, B.C.). Pollen source was a single lot
(clone number ), known to carry a rarely occurring allelic marker (isocitrate dehydrogenase; IDH /). This was the same marker used to distinguish paternal sources in a time of pollination by a pollen viability study
(Webber and Yeh ).
Direct pollination used the power-hitter (Section ..) and each treatment received about . mL of pollen per flower cluster. The mist applicator
was the large-scale applicator described in Section ... Each flower cluster
received two blasts from this applicator, which was fitted with a . x  cm
delivery tube. Each of the direct and mist applications were applied as either



single or double pollinations and resulting seed sets were compared to both
open pollinated (receiving no supplemental pollination) and controlled
cross-pollination yields using only the single pollen lot. No effort was made
to measure the amount of pollen applied with the mist system.
In the fall, cones were collected and seed hand-extracted. The number of
filled seed per cone was determined by X-ray analyses (Webber and BonnetMasimbert ). The number of seed arising from supplemental pollination
was determined using isozyme analyses according to the procedures
described by El-Kassaby et al. ().
TABLE  shows the seed yield results for each of the two pollinator types
and times of application. While there was no significant improvement in
seed set due to supplemental pollination (TABLE ), there was a significant
effect on paternal composition (TABLE ). The average percent of supplemental pollination success for both orchards comparing the two pollination
devices (direct/mist) and each of one and two visits were ./.% and
./.%, respectively. The corresponding percent of seed with the IDH
marker from open-pollinated cones was .%. The paternal source of this
seed was probably residual pollen coming from supplemental pollination
treatments.
The beneficial effect of direct pollination is apparent but the effect of two
visits may only be marginal, especially if good pollination technique is used
in the single application. There is, however, an inconsistency in these results.
Direct pollination is consistently our most effective pollen delivery system.
The pollen source used in this pollination study was of low viability. Average
yields from controlled crossing was . filled seed per cone. Yields from
direct application were similar (. for single application). It may be possible to explain these results by assuming that direct application delivers
pollen to the receptive sites and loads the stigmatic tips more effectively than
the mist system.
TABLE  The effect of supplemental pollination on filled seed per cone using a
single, isozyme marked pollen lot, two pollinator types, and two pollination treatments in each of two Douglas-fir clonal orchards.

Orchard
CPFP
(%)

Mount Newton
(%)

Means
(%)

ConPol

.

.

.

Direct
single
double

.
.

.
.

.
.

Mist
single
double

.
.

.
.

.
.

OpenPol

.

.

.



TABLE  The percent of seed attributed to supplemental pollination success using a single,
isozyme marked pollen lot, two pollinator types, and two pollination treatments in
each of two Douglas-fir clonal orchards.

Orchard
CPFP
(%)

Mount Newton
(%)

Means
(%)

ConPol

.

.

.

Direct
single
double

.
.

.
.

.
.

Mist
single
double

.
.

.
.

.
.

.

.

.

OpenPol

Comparing both yields and percent of supplemental pollination success
for direct and mist application appears to support this hypothesis. Yields
from the direct pollen application were lower than the mist applicator. Since
the direct applicator more effectively loaded the receptive sites, yields were
lower than in the mist system, which left sites exposed for loading from the
more vigorous orchard pollen-cloud (open-pollinated yields were the highest
at . filled seed per cone).
However, if this pollination hypothesis is correct, then the results for percent supplemental pollination success were lower than expected. We assume
that the direct pollen applicator loaded the receptive sites more effectively
with supplemental pollen than did the mist system. Correspondingly, we
expected a higher proportion of pollen parents arising from this treatment.
Our highest success rate arising from supplemental pollination was from
direct pollination (two applications), but the efficacy was only .%.
Treated cones were exposed to the orchard pollen-cloud for about  days
before treatment. All cones were exposed to pollen during the period of
receptivity and then protected with insect bags. One explanation for the
lower percent yield values from treated cones may be that higher-viability
pollen reached the receptive sites before supplemental pollen was applied.
This pollen would be in a more competitive position to complete the steps
towards fertilization than the lower-viability treatment pollen source.
According to Owens et al. (), most ovules have fully developed stigmatic tips at cone emergence. However, even under the best pollination technique (i.e., controlled crossing), Owens et al. () found that only % of
the ovules contained pollen and the average number of pollen grains per
ovule was .. If the ovules are fully developed at bud burst, then the loading
of receptive stigmatic tips immediately upon exposure of the emerging bud
must be an important source of competing pollen. Certainly, the importance
of first-arriving pollen has been demonstrated (Webber and Yeh ).
Furthermore, the importance of using high-vigour pollen is also apparent
from these results.
In a similar supplemental pollination study, El-Kassaby et al. ()
reported similar results. Using a hand-operated insecticide sprayer, treatment



cones were given between one and three applications. Two pollen applications were as effective as three and both were better than one application.
The best treatment yielded an average of % parents attributed to supplemental pollination.
While we may expect better results from supplemental pollination by
using higher-viability pollen and applying it as early as possible, in general
one should not expect greater than about a % success rate when applying
this treatment to mature orchards (those producing abundant orchard
pollen) of traditional design. For mature orchards containing low-breedingvalue parent material, supplemental pollination may not be cost-effective.
However, for orchards that are at risk from contamination or are established
from advanced-generation breeding material, a % increase in genetic
worth may be worth the cost and effort. With better supplemental pollination technology, improved orchard designs (e.g., clonal rows) and management practices (e.g., crown pruning), we have a good opportunity to
improve the current average of % supplemental pollination efficacy.
In young orchards with low pollen production, supplemental pollination
can significantly improve seed production (Webber ). As the orchard
matures and pollen production increases, then supplemental pollination
may be restricted to early and late-flowering clones to improve parental balance and to reduce the effects of contamination.
Decisions to apply specific pollen mixes to specific clones depend on
breeding potentials and the phenological behaviour of individual clones.
It is important to consider these orchard management strategies as early as
possible. If pollen will be applied on a clonal basis, or used to formulate specific clonal poly-mixes, then it must be harvested, extracted, and stored on a
clonal basis. Each of these steps will increase the cost of producing seed and
should be weighed against orchard objectives. The orchard rating system
should provide orchard managers with a procedure to evaluate these decisions based on the impact to the genetic worth of production seed.

6 CONCLUSIONS

Pollen management technique can be successfully incorporated into operational seed orchard management to improve both yields and the genetic efficiency of production seed. Although data for many procedures have been
presented, testing over a number of years and/or conditions is still required.
For Douglas-fir, our data suggest that pollen can be harvested and maintained at high viability for several years. Pollen can be applied operationally
to maintain seed production goals and, more importantly, pollen-handling
techniques allow orchard managers more options for tailoring the genetic
structure of their orchard seed.
This manual represents the accumulation of data and observations from
most coastal Douglas-fir seed orchards. Much of this work began in the
mid-s and continues today as cost-effective methods for delivering the
results of tree-breeding evolve. We have made sufficient progress to enable
us to make specific recommendations for incorporating pollen management
techniques into operational use. The protocol offered for extraction, storage,
testing, and application of pollen represents good procedures for successfully



handling pollen ex situ. However, improvements can still be made. We need
more information about the effects of harvesting pollen at various levels of
maturation. Our methods for drying and extracting Douglas-fir pollen-cone
buds are effective, but we know little about the rate of pollen-cone bud drying, especially temperature and humidity effects on pollen fertility potential.
We also need to know more about the effects of dehydration and long-term
storage on the ability of pollen to compete with other stored pollen within a
pollen mix or existing pollen-clouds. Many of the concerns about collecting
pollen buds at the correct stage of maturity may be alleviated by using the
vacuum collection procedures offered by Copes et al (). Pollen is shed at
its most mature stage and is ready to be stored or reapplied. There will likely
be more developments of this technology as it is tested under field conditions. However, orchard managers interested in rapid collections of large
quantities of pollen should seriously consider this option.
We must also continue to improve the overall effectiveness of supplemental pollination. For Douglas-fir orchards located on the coast, the problem of
contamination will persist. Advanced-generation orchards are now being
established and the risk of losing gain becomes more severe. The higher the
potential gain, the greater the risk of contamination. Supplemental pollination can be part of the solution, but it cannot compete in mature orchards
of traditional design and size. It may find its best application in smaller
orchards, designed (e.g., with clonal rows, tight spacing, and controlled
crowns) and managed (cooling) to facilitate supplemental pollination treatments. Such an intensively managed orchard offers the greatest potential to
capture gain or to readily incorporate desirable traits into current breeding
populations.
While the pollen management procedures discussed in this manual do
not consider fertilization and seed cone maturation, both are potentially
limiting factors in the delivery of traits. A number of observations suggest
that progeny performance can be affected by changing the environment that
both the parent trees adapt to or the fertilization event is exposed to. If environmental effects can alter the physiological or genetic adaptation of progeny in our seed orchard programs, then we may have another tool to control
the delivery of traits. However, considerable effort is still required to establish that environmental effects on progeny performance are real and
persistent.
We have discussed principally the biological constraints to optimizing
genetic efficiency and seed yields. We have not considered in any depth the
constraints of costs. As new orchards are established with parents of higher
breeding values, then the differential between the orchard average and the
managed values for gain may not be as great. Under these circumstances, the
cost of managing an orchard may not be as attractive. However, the limitations on genetic gain imposed by the ever-present threat of contamination
may also make pollen management an imperative. Our experience in
advanced-generation seed orchard production is just beginning, and the
approaches to protecting the potential gain may be as varied as the orchards
themselves. The procedures we have presented in this manual are tools that
orchard managers can choose to use. Using them wisely offers us a greater
chance of meeting production goals.



APPENDIX 1 GLOSSARY

adaptation

a general measure of the ability of an organism to cope with the physical and
biotic elements of a particular environment, enabling it to reach its potential
for growth and reproduction.
Specifically for orchards, adaptation refers to the degree to which seedlings
derived from orchard seed will cope with the environment of the target plantation zone.

anthesis

the period or stage of full expansion of the flower structures. Anatomically,
conifers do not have flowers but, rather, strobili. Anthesis of the ovulate (pistillate) strobilus (seed cone) refers to bud burst and anthesis of the microsporangiate (staminate) strobilus (pollen cone) refers to pollen shedding.

breeding
population

the base population of trees in a breeding program that contain the parent
material with sufficient genetic variation for long-term improvement. For
seed orchards, production population is a more specific term and refers to all
parent trees within the seed orchard.

breeding value

parents selected from the breeding population are screened for performance
of a specific trait (e.g., growth). The breeding value of a particular clone represents the expected increase above the mean of the base population measured in trait units or percentage gain.

chromosome

clone

contamination
controlled
cross-pollination
family

fertilization
fertility potential

filled seed per cone
(FSCP)

rod-like bodies within the cell nucellus that carry the units of inheritance
(genes). The number of chromosome sets varies with species and tissue.
For Douglas-fir, there are  (n) sets for sexual cells and  (n) for
vegetative cells.
a group of plants derived from a single individual (ortet) by asexual reproduction (e.g., rooting, grafting, or tissue culture). All members (ramets) of a
clone are genetically identical.
the incorporation of deleterious, poorly adapted, or non-selected genes into a
production population that arise from pollen sources external to the orchard.
the controlled transfer of pollen from a known source to receptive strobili of
known seed-cone parents, to the exclusion of all other pollen sources.
seedling offspring from a particular tree. Half-siblings have one parent in
common among family members and full-siblings have both parents in
common.
the union of the male gamete (sperm) with the female gamete (egg) to form a
zygote from which a new sporophyte plant will form.
refers to the potential for a particular pollen lot to fertilize an egg cell. The
term fertility potential is used primarily in conjunction with in vitro viability
assays to reflect either a high or low potential to complete fertilization.
the actual number of seeds per cone with fully developed embryos. For
certain pollination experiments, degenerated embryos are also counted as a
successful pollination/fertilization event.
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gamete

a mature sex cell, either male (sperm) or female (egg). For conifers, there are
two sperm cells (derived from the body cell) within each pollen grain.

gene

a hereditary unit that consists of a specific portion (length) of one of the
organism’s chromosomes; a unique linear segment of DNA making up a single
chromosome. This unit has one or more specific effects on the phenotype
and can have various forms (alleles).

genetic efficiency

the extent to which orchard seed has the expected genetic quality and genetic
variability reflecting the parental composition of the orchard.

genetic quality

a general seed orchard term that reflects the average breeding value of all seed
from contributing parents weighted for the proportion of their contribution.

genetic variability

a general term that reflects both the number and the genetic heterogeneity of
the contributing parents to orchard seed.

genotype

an individual characterized by a specific genetic constitution. The manifestation of a genotype interacting with the environment produces a phenotype.

haploid

having a reduced chromosome number (i.e., n). Haploid refers to the number of chromosomes carried by the sex cells that have only one-half (n) the
number of chromosomes of the somatic or vegetative (n) or diploid cells.

heterogeneity

a qualitative term that describes the extent of variability for a number of
traits within a species. For example, genetic heterogeneity describes differences between individuals as a result of the combined action of all genes.

homozygosity

presence of identical alleles (either dominant or recessive). Homozygous
individuals breed true for the trait in question when mated with the same
genotype.

imbibition

the activity of water uptake in which water moves from an area of high
potential (i.e., pure water for germination) into an area of low water potential
(dry pollen). The pressure generated by imbibition can be great and is likely
the cause of dry, unhydrated pollen grains bursting when immersed in pure
water.

inbreeding

intercrossing of related clones (including self-pollination) of a sexually reproducing population. In general, inbreeding decreases genetic variability and
increases homozygosity.

meadow orchard

meiosis

a variant of the traditional orchard design where ramets are planted at considerably higher density ( stems per hectare), cone induction begins the
year after establishment, and trees are pruned as required to keep tree height
under  m.
nuclear divisions leading to the formation of gametes (either egg or sperm
cells). The first division results in reducing the number of chromosomes in
half (haploid) and the second division results in the formation of four haploid daughter nuclei.
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micropyle

a narrow, canal-like opening to the nucellus. In some species, the micropylar
opening is at the base of two integument or micropylar arms. Micropylar
arms are not present in Douglas-fir but, rather, the stigmatic tips develop into
two unequally-sized lobes, each covered with long stigmatic hairs. The opening to the micropyle is a narrow slit that is too small for pollen to sift
through. This is an important feature of the pollination mechanism in
Douglas-fir that has implications for both timing and methods of pollen
application.

micro-orchard

a term used to describe an alternative orchard design in which the ramets are
established within clonal rows and spacing within rows is  m or less.

microsporangia

two microsporangium are borne on each microsporophyll of the pollen cone.
The microsporangia contain the tissue that forms the pollen mother cells,
which after meiosis forms the single-celled microspore. The single-celled
microspore continues to develop within the microsporangium, forming the
-celled pollen grain.

microspore

microsporophyll

the male pollen grain, which at shedding is the immature male gametophyte.
For Douglas-fir, it normally contains  cells (two prothallial, one stalk, one
body, and one tube nucellus). The first step of microsporogenesis is the formation of the single-cell microspore from the pollen mother cells. The second step in the formation of a pollen grain is the development of the mature
-celled microspore. For a detailed discussion of microsporogenesis and
development of the pollen grain see Allen and Owens ().
the bract-like structures of the pollen cone upon which the pollen sacs are
borne.

mitosis

mitosis is the division of a nucleus into two daughter nuclei by a process of
duplication and separation of chromosome sets. Cell division and cell
enlargement then occur, resulting in vegetative growth.

nucellus

at the base of the micropylar canal, the nucellus is the first tissue mass that a
pollen tube must penetrate to reach the egg cells.

open pollination

ortet

outcross pollen
percent gain
percent filled seed
per cone

pollination effected by wind in wild stands or, in the case of seed orchards, by
wind augmented by artificial technique, where exposed strobili are pollinated
by any pollen source.
the original parent tree in wild stands from which the genetic “copies” (ramets) of a clone are produced using either grafting, rooting, or tissue culture
techniques.
pollen that is available for fertilization (either airborne or applied supplementally) that is unrelated to the seed-cone parent tree.
the percent improvement of the selection trait for the orchard population in
comparison to some unimproved population.
seed efficiency defined as the ratio of filled seed per cone divided by the
potential seed per cone.
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phenotype

the observable characteristics of an organism produced by the interaction of
its genotype with the environment.

phenology

the relationship between timing of plant development (i.e., anthesis) and seasonal climatic factors (e.g., temperature).

pollen-cloud
density

a relative measure of the number of airborne pollen grains. The actual value
is dependent on the technique used, in which case the term could be relative
pollen-cloud density.

pollen load

a relative measure that indicates the pollen-cloud density value beyond which
any further increase in pollen-cloud density is not associated with a corresponding increase in seed yields.

pollen mix

the application of mixed clonal sources of pollen parents, either under controlled crossing or open-pollinated conditions.

pollen mother cell

A pollen cone is comprised of microsporophylls (the bract-like structures)
upon which two microsporangia are borne. Each microsporangium contains
sporogenous tissue, which gives rise to the pollen mother cells. These cells are
still diploid. About February (on the coast), each pollen mother cell goes
through the process of meiosis, giving rise to four haploid cells (the tetrad of
microspores). Each single-celled, haploid microspore develops into a pollen
grain (usually by the end of March on the coast).

pollen tube

an elongated outgrowth of the germinating pollen grain that penetrates the
nucleus and ovule, and through which the sperm is transferred to the egg cell.

pollen vigour
pollination efficiency

potential seed
per cone (PSPC)
progeny
ramet
receptivity

a quantitative measure of the actual response of a pollen lot to in vitro assays
(i.e., high germination or respiration rates refer to a high-vigour pollen lot).
the degree to which pollination or supplemental pollination effectively delivers pollen to the micropyle. Pollination efficiency of % would be considered to be – pollen grains reaching the micropyle.
the number of seed per cone with fully developed seed coats. This number
refers to the actual number of viable ovules at pollination.
the offspring of sexual reproduction.
an individual member or genetic “copy” of a parent-tree clone.
the stage of phenological development of the seed cone that permits the entry
of pollen to the pollen-trapping part (for Douglas-fir it is the stigmatic tip) of
the ovule.

roguing

the systematic removal of undesirable clones or individuals from the orchard
breeding population because of low breeding value or poor flower
production.

seed orchard

a plantation of clones or seedlings from selected trees, cultivated for early and
consistent flowering, and managed to produce seed crops with a desirable
genetic quality and variability.
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seed set

self-pollination
self-fertilization

the culmination of all steps of sexual reproduction from pollination to seed
maturation. For purposes of evaluating field pollination trials, we use filled
seed per cone as the sampling unit for seed set.
pollination of female strobili of a tree with that tree’s own pollen.
seed derived from self-pollination.
Appendix 1 continued.

selection trait
strobilus
supplemental
pollination
total seed per cone
viability

a specified trait (e.g., growth), which is the criterion used to compare performance of offspring of selected parents (clones).
the reproductive structures of conifers containing the micro-gametophytes
(pollen cones) and the mega-gametophytes (seed cones).
the broadcast spraying of large amounts of pollen used to both increase
orchard yields and/or genetic efficiency.
the total number of fully developed seed coats (from fully developed ovules)
and rudimentary seed (from immature ovules).
the ability of a pollen grain or pollen lot to set seed. Viability can be determined either by its response to in vitro assays (a positive assay response is
correlated to fertility potential) or by actual field fertility trials.



APPENDIX 2 B.C. MINISTRY OF FORESTS, SILVICULTURE PRACTICES BRANCH,
SEED ORCHARD RATING PROTOCOL

In , the B.C. Ministry of Forests drafted policy requiring orchard seed to
meet acceptable standards of genetic worth and adaptability. Only seed from
licensed orchards meeting a specific rating protocol will be eligible for registration by the Ministry and only registered seed can be used to reforest
Crown land.
Simple licensing will not necessarily mean that any particular crop will be
registered. Licensing recognizes that the genetic base of the orchard is suitable for the target planting zone. Results of rating each year’s crop will determine if the crop is registered. The actual rating procedure is based on the
assessment of a number of biological factors affecting orchard production,
including the number of flowering clones (or families), their relative fecundity, phenology of receptivity periods, levels of contamination, and SMP
effects. Each of these factors is used in conjunction with the clone’s particular breeding value to determine an overall orchard breeding value and the
effective population size for that particular crop. Specific details of all seed
orchard rating protocols are available from the B.C. Ministry of Forests,
Silviculture Practices Branch. Since the procedures for estimating the levels
of contamination and the SMP efficacy are of direct importance to pollen
management, this protocol will be detailed here.
Estimating Levels of Pollen Contamination
Based on the technique used by Greenwood and Rucker () and B.C.
Ministry of Forests (MoF) experience monitoring pollen-cloud density, the
procedures (emphasizing Douglas-fir) for estimating potential contamination levels in coastal seed orchards are as follows:
. Pollen will be monitored at four locations within each orchard (IN).
Estimates of non-orchard pollen levels will be monitored at stations
located at least  m from the orchard border in an open field (OUT).
For the Saanich Peninsula, regional monitoring stations are also available
for estimating OUT levels. Actual locations of IN and OUT stations
(orchard or regional) should be determined in consultation with
Silviculture and Research Branches.
. Use of the MoF -day recorders is recommended. Consult Webber and
Painter () or see Appendix  for details. If other monitoring devices
are used, then the orchard manager must assume responsibility for their
operation and ensure that daily pollen-cloud density (PCD) values can be
generated.
Also, if an orchard manager chooses to estimate OUT levels using
regional monitoring with another device, then it is the orchard manager’s
responsibility to calibrate the device against the MoF -day recorder.
. Pollen counts will be expressed as grains/mm over a -hour period
( a.m. to  a.m.), which represents the daily PCD for that station. The
charts used for the MoF recorders are partitioned into  days, each containing four -hour periods, and six -hour periods. It is possible then to
sum pollen counts over a -hour period ( mm), over a -hour period
(. mm), or over a -hour period (. mm). For the purpose of this
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protocol, sum the pollen counts (two replicates) over a -hour period and
divide by  mm. The mean daily PCD values are then calculated as the
average of the two replicates.
. Estimates of pollen contamination are defined as the ratio of OUT to IN
PCD values averaged over a -hour day. The total contamination for any
particular tree or clone is calculated by summing the ratios of OUT to IN
for the receptivity period of the tree or clone in question. If the proportion of receptive seed cones (for a tree or clone) are recorded at regular
intervals, then it will be possible to estimate the level of contamination
for the proportion of seed cones receptive during the defined interval.
Note:

These protocols are based on the experience from southern pine seed
orchards. It is recognized that these procedures have not been fully tested for
the specific purpose of estimating contamination levels within coastal
(Douglas-fir) seed orchards. It is our intention to co-operate with the
Silviculture Practices Branch to test these procedures to determine the minimum number of monitoring stations required to reliably estimate contamination. This will include positional effects of the IN and OUT stations as
well as testing the regional approach to estimating contamination. Until further data or procedural modifications are available, the above protocol
(points –) will be recommended for monitoring contamination within
coastal seed orchards.



APPENDIX 3 B.C. MINISTRY OF FORESTS POLLEN MONITORING

A basic objective of the tree-breeding and seed orchard programs is the production of abundant supplies of genetically improved seed. The importance
of the pollen in seed formation is recognized, but the pollination process is
difficult to control. If we are to increase the quantity and genetic quality of
the seed crop, then pollen manipulation will be required.
Yearly variation in pollen crop can result in decreased seed efficiency values (filled seed per cone). This deficiency can be corrected by supplemental
pollination, but success will depend on the competing pollen-cloud density.
Several techniques to monitor internal/external orchard pollen flow are
available, but only the -day chart recorder technique will be discussed here.
This recorder device was developed by Sarvas () and Ebell and Schmidt
(). We have further modified their design. The following instructions are
intended for field use, pollen counting, and data presentation.
 Parts and Assembly
The complete assembly is shown on the accompanying drawing. For a more
thorough description of parts, assembly, and operation, see Webber and
Painter ().
– Wing nut
– Rotation assembly (with rod)
– Extension bar
– Chart
– Clock (drum and drive)
– Petroleum jelly
– Battery (with holders)
– Drum cover
– Platform and vane
 Operation
Assemble the monitor as outlined in the drawing and note the following
features:
a) Cut the chart to size using the cross-hatched guides. Note that the
right-hand side of the chart should be cut along the  a.m. line and not
the cross-hatch marks.
b) Tape the chart on the drum, ensuring that the days are on the top and
the lines are vertical to the drum axis. The Monday end of the chart is
taped on first and the following week’s  a.m. mark should coincide
with the preceding Monday’s  a.m. mark. Do not put tape on any grid
area.
c) Petroleum jelly is used to entrap the pollen on the chart. The petroleum jelly is spread evenly over the chart with a brush or by hand.
Avoid being excessive. A thin, uniform layer will facilitate both handling and microscope counting. We use several methods, but they all
require some form of heat to melt the jelly and smooth out the ridges
and streaks caused by the initial application of the petroleum jelly. This
can be done with low heat in an oven or with a hair dryer, and can be
done with the chart either on or off the drum. If the chart is prepared
in advance, then we recommend bending the chart inward, stapling the
edges to keep the sticky side in, and storing the chart in a paper bag
until ready to use.
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d) Lower the cylinder drum over the extension bar and secure the drum
to the clock with the wing-nut. Before field installation, the clock
mechanism and battery should be checked and calibrated.
e) The drum cover (plexiglass top) is carefully put into place with the slit
facing forward and positioned along the horizontal axis of the platform. The drum cover fixes itself into two pre-set pins on the platform
and is held in place by four latches located at the outer corners of the
drum cover.
f) The time clocks come with a variety of time settings, so it is important
to ensure that the clock is set at  days. The drum is then moved to
align the corresponding day and time indicated on the chart with the
slit opening in the drum cover.
 General Suggestions
a) Always change charts on the same day and time each week (preferably
Monday morning before  a.m.).
b) Always keep each monitor’s component parts together. While the
covers and clocks can be interchanged, we recommend that their
components always be used on the same monitor.
c) Avoid contamination; protect new charts and isolate exposed ones.
d) Exposed charts should be stored in a warm, dry, pollen-free area. We
commonly store our charts in a stapled paper bag as we described
above. Keep them away from direct heat or direct sun.
e) Each chart should have attached to it the following information:
–Orchard
–Time and date on
–Monitor number
–Time and date off
–Orchard position
f) After field use, the monitors should be disassembled, cleaned, and
stored in a dry place.
g) Replace battery before every field season.
h) Clock maintenance is minimal, aside from cleaning and checking the
batteries. If it does not function, replace it. We still are using clocks that
have been exposed to a variety of conditions for over  years.
 Pollen Counting
It is possible and in some cases desirable to count the charts immediately.
However, if the charts are stored properly, then counting can be done more
conveniently at a later time. The grid is about  cm wide, but only the middle . cm is exposed. Therefore, determine what grid line corresponds to the
mid-point of the slit (line ). Count this line if only one line is to be
counted. For better precision, two lines should be counted. In this case the
lines corresponding to the point / (line ) and / (line ) from the top of
the slit are counted.
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The chart is cut into  sections corresponding to the  days of the week.
About  to  grids on either side of the grid to be counted are cut off and the
section mounted on a glass slide with tape. It is important to cut along the
same grid line since this is the only reference point you have. Also, it is
important to keep the section oriented in the same direction it came off the
chart. Be sure to label each slide with the chart number and date.
Once the grids have been sectioned, mounted, and labelled, counting
under the microscope is done as follows:
a) Do all initial counts under  power. If other pollen grains are present,
these will have to be identified and distinguished from the pollen
species you are counting. Counts can be done under  power if you
are satisfied that few other pollen species are present.
b) Count all the grains in a -hour grid-line (about  mm). If a grain is
either on or over the line exclude it. If more than half the grain is in the
grid, count it.
c) Record the counts for each -hour period of each day.
d) Cumulate these counts for a -hour period and divide this total by 
mm (total area). Counts are then expressed as grains/mm and represent a relative pollen concentration or Pollen-Cloud Density (PCD)
value.
e) If two counts per chart are observed then average the two counts for
each -hour period.
f) Relative pollen concentration values (grains/mm) can then be displayed graphically by plotting PCD values for each day ( hours).
 Types of Microscopes
There are two general types of microscopes, dissecting and transmission, that
would be applicable for field use. Dissecting microscopes reflect light off the
sample and generally do not have magnifications greater than x. These
microscopes are good for buds, young cones, seeds, and insects, but they are
difficult for counting pollen grains. Compound or transmission microscopes
actually pass light through the sample and are well suited for counting and
identifying pollen grains for each species (Owens and Simpson 1986),where
size and surface detail of pollen grains are important. Magnification is usually about  x,  x, and  x. Magnification is the power of the eyepiece
(usually  x) times the power of the objective (e.g.,  x  =  x). There
are a number of general references for the correct use of microscopes and the
user is encouraged to consult these before proceeding.
 Relating Pollen-Cloud Density to Seed Yields
Relating filled seed yields (FSPC) to pollen-cloud density is very speciesdependent. Receptivity periods and pollen loading vary greatly. However, our
experience with Douglas-fir does provide a general technical approach to follow.



Appendix 3 continued

a) Make three selections within the orchard receptivity period. For each
selection choose  to  trees with seed-cone buds that are just reaching
bud burst. Mark  to  branches containing a minimum of  receptive
seed-cone buds.
b) Starting from  days beyond bud burst, put isolation bags on 
branches. Do this every  days. Mark the branches with tags for later
identification.
c) At harvest time, collect a maximum of  cones per branch, marking
and separating each cone individually. Allow the cones to dry and
open.
d) Extract all seed and determine filled seed per cone. This can be done
by X-ray or by simply crushing the seed to see if there is an endosperm
and embryo present. Seed counts should include total seed and filled
seed per cone.
e) The relationship between pollen-cloud density and seed yields is established by plotting PCD versus FSPC.
 Conclusions
The value of pollen monitoring will become apparent as data are collected
yearly. In newly established orchards, an accurate assessment of contaminating pollen can be evaluated. In older orchards, the -day recorders can estimate within-orchard variation of PCD values. If a site outside the orchard can
be located, far enough away not to be influenced by the orchard pollencloud, then an estimate of daily flow of contaminating pollen can be made.
If the value of pollen monitoring is to be realized and incorporated in
routine orchard practice, then consistency must be maintained. Keeping the
monitoring position, height (tree top), and slit width the same each year will
facilitate this. If within-orchard variation is significant, add more monitors.
If all orchards maintain the same standards, then valid comparisons of
pollen-cloud densities and seed efficiencies can be made.



Appendix 3 concluded.

One week pollen monitoring chart
(with adhesive surface)
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FIGURE A .

Schematic drawing of the B.C. Ministry of Forests 7-day pollen monitoring
device.
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